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Foreword
Is there more presumptuous exercise than claiming to recount in a few lines the
extensive work accomplished with passion and enthusiasm by 170 men and women,
commissioners and staff members alike, in the service of individual liberties?

At the very best, one can attempt to recall the highlights with a few flashbacks,
highlights both good and perhaps not so pleasant...

One such happy time was the day when the power to deliver quality labels was finally
granted to our Commission by the Law of 12 May 2009 on the Simplification of Law.
It had previously been granted by the Law of 6 August 2004, yet the project had not
materialised for lack of any enforcement decrees. Another happy moment was the
Commission’s budget extension granted by the Prime Minister, thereby comforting
the trend initiated since 2004.

Not so pleasant was the time when the Warsmann amendment nearly jeopardised
that very same budget for a few hours...
Another highlight, this one neither good nor bad but a true milestone, was the
publication of our audit report on the STIC system.

Lastly, we should mention one disappointment at not having convinced the
commission in charge of revising the Preamble to the 1958 Constitution of the need
to constitutionalise the right to personal data protection.

A source of great satisfaction is the realisation that our Commission is increasingly
present in major societal debates, increasingly approached by public authorities, and
increasingly heard by our fellow citizens.

I also wish to emphasize two new initiatives started in 2009 and intended to be
sustained in the future.

First of all, we have drafted and forwarded to all local elected officials, i.e. around
40,000 persons, a Guidebook for Local Authorities presenting the rules and
challenges of “Informatics & Liberties” issues specific to public powers. It proved to
be a great success as attested by the numerous contacts resulting from this initiative,
in particular from hundreds of mayors who informed us of their decision to appoint a
“Correspondant Informatique et Libertés” (CIL - Data Protection Correspondent or
Officer) in their municipalities. Next to the local authorities, our priority target in 2010
will be the educational sector and above all school children.

Then, it was my great pleasure – and honour – to present the very first CNIL Data
Privacy Thesis Award recognising a doctorate dissertation contributing to advance
the “Informatics & Liberties” doctrine in the face of new technological challenges. This
event will of course be repeated in 2010.
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Last but not least, allow me to remind readers that our 2009 CNIL Activity Report
makes no claim of being exhaustive, but simply attempts to highlight the major
trends, the outstanding milestones, our concerns, or even anxiety, as well our hopes!
And the entire staff of the Commission is naturally always available to supply any
further detailed and in-depth information that may be desired.

Alex Türk
CNIL Chairman
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2009 Activity Report

Message from the
Secretary General
The time has come once again to assess our past achievements, and 2009 seems to
me to have been a year of performance. With a total of 719 resolutions passed
(+23% versus 2008), 270 on-site audits (+24% vs. 2008), our Commission continues
to grow and, even better, to improve its efficiency.

This enhanced performance results first and foremost from the organisational
streamlining process initiated three years ago. It is also, or should I say primarily, the
most visible consequence of the commitment demonstrated by the CNIL teams, to
whom I wish to extend my warmest thanks here. All of these efforts are intended to
improve our services to users and beneficiaries.

Three outstanding events occurred in 2009.
The first milestone was the drastic reduction in deadlines to deliver
“acknowledgements of receipt” of notifications. Back in 2007, an internal audit had
revealed that the average deadline was 13 months, with 25% acknowledgements
being delivered as long as 24 months after receipt, even though the Law stipulates
they should be returned “without delay”. In 2009, thanks to the reorganisation
initiated in 2007, this period has now been reduced down to three weeks.

(légende graphique)

Headcount
Resolutions

The second key event was the opening of an Extranet site dedicated to Data
Protection Officers (or CIL, Correspondants Informatique et Libertés) in July 2009.
This new portal accessible directly from the CNIL web site provides a platform for
preferential exchanges, fora, Q&As, form specimens and training material prepared
by CNIL departments. The extranet site is now used by over 67% of all privacy
officers.

Last but not least, the third highlight of the year was the go-live of the new version of
our internet site, structured around target populations and containing updated
specimen letters, with a more efficient search engine plus a richer current event data
stream. The revamped CNIL web site has proved to be a definite success, with a
monthly average of 2 million pages viewed in 2009, i.e. twice as many as in 2008.
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No 2009 activity report would however be complete without mentioning the decisions
adopted by the Council of State on 6 November, invalidating the sanctions
pronounced by CNIL, on grounds of procedural defects claimed against our in-situ
audits.

Based on precedents from the ECHR (European Court for the Protection of Human
Rights) case law, these rulings mean that none of the evidence collected during the
270 audits conducted in 2009 may be used lawfully. Thus, nearly a full year of work
carried out by our auditors was reduced to nothing, at a substantial cost for public
finance. A reform of the relevant law is therefore urgently needed, but seems to be on
the right path with a measure to that effect voted by the Senate last March 23.

While 2010 should be the year for legally securing our auditing procedures, it will also
in my view be a year of successful outcome and boldness. Starting with the
successful implementation of the on-line services offered by the Commission: As we
write, our internet site now provides at long last for on-line filing of applications for
prior authorisation, a new legal procedure introduced by the Law of 6 August 2004 for
the most sensitive records (biometrics, profiling, black lists, etc.).

Boldness will be needed on the label certification project: Since the introduction of
the Law of 13 May 2009, and after 5 years of a long wait, our Commission now has
the legal instrument needed to grant label certifications to IT products or processes,
such as auditing procedures for instance. In substance, this is a novel and complex
job for the CNIL teams, blending technological, legal and economic considerations.
Our goal is to successfully amend our internal rules of procedure this year. It will thus
be necessary to determine the legal framework for the implementation of this new
power, much awaited by companies who rightfully consider it as a means to
differentiate their product based on the superior “quality” certified by the label.

Boldness was also necessary to engage into an institutional communication policy via
new media, namely the social networks. Thus in early 2010, CNIL opened accounts
on Facebook and Twitter. Although not intended in any way as official backing of the
massive data collection policy practiced by the private companies, the Commission
has opted to make use of these booming communication media to disseminate its
advice and analyses to the users. After all, is this not the very core of our mission?

Yann PADOVA
CNIL Secretary General
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2009
HIGHLIGHTS
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FIRST AUDIT OF STIC*

A judicial police data file converted into an instrument of
administrative inquiries

Officially enacted by Decree No.2001-583 dated 5 July 2001, the STIC is a national file
designed to record data collected from procedures established by the National Police
authorities in the context of their judicial police assignments. The explicit purpose of the
STIC record is to “facilitate the finding of criminal offenses, the collection of evidence in such
offenses, the search for their perpetrators, and the processing of data for purposes of
statistical research”. However, the possibility of using the STIC for administrative inquiries
was introduced in 2001 and considerably extended in 2003 despite objections from the CNIL.
The record may be consulted for purposes of hiring, accreditation or clearance of personnel in
highly diversified sectors. As an example, the STIC record is searched to hire security staff,
workers in airports, municipal police officers, Préfets, ambassadors or judges, etc. It is also
used to check applications for French citizenship or proposed recipients of the Legion of
Honour medal.
Overall, consultations of the STIC record for purposes of administrative inquiries can
currently affect over one million jobs.

Necessary audits before Ariane comes into force

The Commission has issued a series of opinions on the successive legal regulations enacted to
frame the STIC record, and shared its comments on these occasions1. In addition, the CNIL
conducts daily verifications requested by data subjects under their right of indirect access to
the data. This comprehensive monitoring has led to a status assessment prior to the
implementation of the future ARIANE** system (software application for data matching,
identification and analysis by investigators) due to substitute both for the STIC used by the
National Police and the JUDEX used by the Gendarmerie. A total of 19 in situ audits were
thus conducted from June 2007 to November 2008 (8 “commissariats” police stations, 3
regional police departments, 4 district courts (TGI or Tribunal de Grande Instance), 1
regional administration of police intelligence services and 3 Préfectures). Based on auditing
and questioning of persons using and running the STIC, the in-situ audits assessed the
methods of data recording, the conditions and effectiveness of data updating, the conditions of
access and existing security measures to guarantee the confidentiality of the data recorded in
the file.

In addition, a questionnaire addressing the number of processed cases, discontinued
proceedings, discharge, acquittal and nolle prosequi rulings, and criminal jurisdiction

1 Resolutions No.98-97 date 24 November 1998, No.00-064 dated 19 December 2000, No.2005-187 dated 8
September 2005.
* STIC: Système de traitement des infractions constatées (Offense Findings Processing System)
** ARIANE: Application de rapprochements, d’identification et d’analyse pour les enquêteurs (Application for
data matches, identification and analysis by investigators)
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requalification orders was forwarded to 34 district courts (TGIs) accounting for 50% of the
criminal cases handled by all district courts. In 3 TGIs, the questionnaire was complemented
with detailed questioning based on individual cases. Lastly, several questionnaires of a
technical nature, accompanied by e-mail inquiries, were sent to the Ministry of Interior to
obtain details, in particular on the traceability of connections to the STIC record.

This rigorous methodology has enabled the Commission to gain access to new and precise
information, the reliability of which has not been questioned by either of the Ministries
directly involved.

Such auditing does not in any way challenges the quality of the staff involved in running the
STIC, but does underline problems most frequently related to an inadequacy between the
means and resources used by the ministries and the purposes assigned to this police data file.
CNIL has recommended 11 proposals to ensure a better controlled and more secured use of
the system, in an effort to confirm the accuracy and updating of the recorded and broadly
consulted data. The following recommendations should be mentioned in particular:

To the Ministry of Interior, Overseas Territories and Local Authorities

Recommendations:
1. Implement a procedure to secure data entry operations (better differentiation between

the victims and the accused);
2. Harmonise recording conditions that differ from one criminal documentation

department (SRDC) to another, and initiate a review of the data recording conditions
for children under 10 and for the elderly;

3. Comply with data retention periods in the local databases;
4. Define a stricter policy for the management of accreditations and passwords;
5. Leverage the traceability of STIC access to make it more secure;
6. Comply with file query profiles, in particular by using only the administrative profile

in the context of administrative inquiries (non-compliance with STIC access profiles
may lead to unjustified access to some data, with consequences that may prove highly
prejudicial for the data subjects, particularly when the STIC consultation findings
condition access to a job);

7. Make it mandatory for the Préfet to verify that no judicial ruling has occurred that
would require the deletion or update of the personal data file of the person subject to
the administrative inquiry.

To the Ministry of Justice and Liberties

8. Ensure that information on subsequent judicial rulings is forwarded to the Ministry of
Interior, using in priority the “Cassiopée” software application (application used by
the Ministry of Justice for managing the entire criminal chain and for information
exchange with the Ministry of Interior).

This request results from the CNIL’s observation of a virtually systematic lack of any
transmission by the public prosecutor’s offices of the outcome of judicial proceedings
necessary to update the STIC records (discontinuance of proceedings, acquittals, nolle
prosequi, criminal case transfers). Yet, this can have major consequences for persons subject
to an administrative inquiry: loss of job, rejected job application, ineligibility to sit an
administrative examination, etc. In 2007, 80% of all proceedings discontinued on grounds
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of insufficient evidence or insufficiently established offenses were never forwarded by
the district courts (TGIs).

Questions to Emmanuel de Givry
Honorary Judge at the Cour de Cassation (France’s Supreme Court)
Vice President in charge of “Transports and Property Insurance” sector

What are the main lessons learned from the STIC audits conducted in 2007-2008?
In the context of the right of indirect access to police files relevant to home security, national
defence or public safety, the CNIL-member judges have regularly denounced serious
malfunctions in the data entry and management of the STIC record. It was nevertheless
frequently remarked that such an assessment was biased to the extent that it was based on the
situations of individuals requesting an intervention by the CNIL because they were
experiencing what could be called delicate situations, to say the least.
The findings from the first in-depth audit of the STIC conducted by the Commission, under its
powers granted by Article 44 of the Law of 6 January 1978 as amended, confirm indisputably
the discrepancies revealed by its methodical analysis. It should once again be noted that
rejections of job applications or accreditations conditioning access to a job are all too
frequently decided on grounds of inaccurate data. This is why some Préfets should be
commended for their initiative to complement their information by direct contacts with the
prosecutor’s offices before taking any decisions on approval requests whenever personal
records are found when consulting the STIC for administrative inquiry purposes.

What have been the consequences of your report since its publication on 20 January
2009?
To our knowledge, back in February 2009 already, the Director of Criminal Cases & Pardons
at the Ministry of Justice addressed to public prosecutors a reminder confirming the
discrepancies in STIC data updating and required them to intensify their vigilance on the
subject, considering the resulting human and social consequences.
Furthermore, and similarly to other previous reports initiated by the Ministry of Interior in
order to “better control the implementation of mechanisms designed to enhance the protection
of liberties”, this report underlined the urgency of finalising the ARIANE application, the
new database due to replace both the STIC and JUDEX records, and the need for the Ministry
of Justice to afford priority to the CASSIOPEE application, the criminal chain management
tool.
Although not directly linked to the CNIL report but still in a context now branded by
Parliament’s initiatives on issues of police files in the wake of the commotions stirred by the
Edvige record, the publication of two major information reports was also a key highlight of
the year 2009: a first report filed by the Commission of Laws at the Assemblée Nationale and
its rapporteurs Delphine Batho and Jacques Alain Bénisti on “police records”; and a second
report filed at the Senate by Senators Yves Détraigne and Anne-Marie Escoffier on “Respect
of privacy in an era of digital memories”, largely devoted to proper monitoring of police
records.
In addition, Article 29 bis of the Parliament bill introduced to simplify and improve the level
of rights, deserves mentioning; it was voted by the Assemblée Nationale at its first reading on
2 December 2009, and specifies the purposes liable to justify the implementation of personal
data processing as related to police records.

How does CNIL intend to follow up on this issue?
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In accordance with the proposals put forth in its report and in the context of the legislative
investigations echoing it, the CNIL will seize any opportunity to reassert its stance on the
subject. The Commission further intends, to the greatest possible extent, to improve the
quality of dialogue with the relevant ministries. Regarding issues under its scope of
competence, the CNIL has already announced a new audit to be conducted prior to 31
December 2011.
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TARGETED ONLINE
ADVERTISING: DATA WORTH
THEIR WEIGHT IN GOLD
You recently booked an airline ticket to New York City on the internet. Since then, whenever
you read your online daily, you get popup ads for car rentals at low prices in that city. This is
obviously no mere coincidence. This is what is called targeted advertising.

There are many techniques of online targeted advertising out there. The simplest case is
advertising based on the data entered by internet users themselves to register on a web site
(age, gender, address, etc.). In other cases, targeted advertising may be based on key words
entered by web surfers in their search engine or on their geographic location. The geographic
location can be retrieved for instance from IP addresses or in the case of mobile internet
access by using the GSM antenna identifier to which the phone connects or even its GPS
location.

In more sophisticated cases, targeted advertising is based on monitoring the internet user’s
behaviour when browsing the web. This monitoring technique generally uses “tracking
cookies”.

The business model of many top internet companies is based on the provision of apparently
“free” services, but funded primarily, if not exclusively, by advertising revenues.

Targeted marketing has thus become one of the key components of the digital economy,
increasingly greedy for personal data. With the development of geolocation (GPS
functionalities included in mobile phones coupled to internet access), ads will be more and
more closely targeting the individual internet users.

These developments raise fears, among other, of a systematic “profiling” of web surfers,
unbeknownst to them, along with the risk of commercialisation of individual profiles among
content providers and advertisers. Under such merchant rationale, the internet user is then
regarded as a “customer” transferring free of charge their personal data in counterpart for a
service rendered. But, as in any business relationship, web users should then have the
possibility of withdrawing their personal data at any time, should they no longer wish to take
advantage of the service offered. Yet, this is not always the case.

The CNIL report published in March 2009 reviews the various online advertising techniques,
along with the risks of privacy violation and possible remedies.
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Questions to
Bernard Peyrat
Judge at the Cour de Cassation (Supreme Court)
CNIL Commissioner in charge of “Commerce & Marketing” sector

What is the main problem raised by online targeted advertising today?
The major criticism against online targeted advertising mechanisms is their lack of
transparency and complete absence of information given to internet users. Actually, many
web surfers completely ignore the fact that their online behaviour is being spied upon by
advertising agencies.
Yet, a number of simple questions are entirely legitimate: Which data are being collected? Do
such data include sensitive data, e.g. medical, religious or otherwise? Who collects these data?
How long are they retained? With whom are they shared?

Is there a right to object to online targeted advertising?
Yes, any internet user has the right to object to this type of advertising. It should however be
stressed that the exercise of this right is currently imperfect. First of all, you need to be
informed of a right to have the possibility of exercising it, which is not always the case since
web users are most often unaware even of the identity of the company posting these ads.
Secondly, the mechanisms enabling the exercise of the right to object are frequently not
simple. For instance, many advertising agencies use a cookie to materialise the fact that a web
user has refused targeted ads. Yet, even those web users most aware of personal data
protection tend to regularly delete their cookies, which as a consequence also deletes the
“mark” of their objection against receiving targeted ads.

What kind of upgrades could be imagined for the future?
In the wake of our report on targeted advertising published in February 2009, the Commission
has initiated further investigations on the subject with its European peers. The outcome of this
work should result in the publication of a G29 opinion materialising our common position in
late 2010.
The CNIL has also initiated a dialogue with various stakeholders of online targeted
advertising, either via direct contacts or via organisations like the Internet Rights Forum, in
order to investigate the implementation of best practices within this industry.
In addition, it should be noted that major players like Google or Yahoo! have recently
implemented a number of innovations to provide targeted advertising platforms that are more
transparent and more respectful of internet users’ rights.
Last but not least, it should be mentioned that European lawmakers have tackled this issue
with determination when revamping the “Telecoms Package” in December 2009. The new EU
legislation, to be transcribed into French law by May 2011 at the latest, should in particular
force advertising agencies to secure the prior consent of internet users before implementing
any tracking cookie-based mechanism. This would be a major progress beneficial to all.
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How does it work?

Targeted advertising: How is it possible to find out about the centres of interest or
personal characteristics of an internet user?

The internet user has supplied data about him/herself (age, gender, location...) when
registering on a service site, and can then be classified in a given marketing category, e.g.
“young urban” or “senior”.

The internet user has entered a keyword to carry out a search in a search engine: analysing
these data can yield indications about his/her presumed centres of interest, in order to
determine which type of ads will then be displayed on his/her PC screen. The web user’s IP
address can also be processed to deduce their location and possibly the language spoken.

Another technique consists in observing the internet user’s behaviour over a period of varying
length, i.e. sites visited, keywords used, and subsequently derive a personal profile based on
which personalised ads will then be sent to them.
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CASSIOPÉE:
CONSTELLATION OR NEBULA?

Criticism has repeatedly been addressed to the judiciary authorities over the past few years
regarding extensive delays in computerising the court records and the heterogeneous nature of
IT applications rolled out in the various criminal courts. The existing criminal law IT
applications currently used in district courts (TGI, or Tribunal de Grande Instance) were
developed back in the 1980s based on now aging and non-compatible technologies.
Furthermore, they fail to cover the entire criminal process chain. Thus, many courts have no
IT systems for sealed evidence management or sentence enforcement. In an effort to remedy
these problems, the Ministry of Justice has embarked on a reform programme focussing
primarily on the development of new technologies, and in particular the digitising and
dematerialising of criminal procedures, in order to improve case processing (both in terms of
timelines and data reliability) as well as the fluidity of case transmissions between the various
stakeholders involved in a trial.

The Cassiopée database (Chaine applicative supportant le système d’information orienté
pénale et enfants) is parts and parcel of a master plan to develop new technologies in the
courts. The application constitutes one of the major projects in the ongoing policy to
modernise the operation of the judiciary institutions.

The first step of this programme was completed with the electronic document processing
system entitled “Numérisation des procédures pénales” (NPP, Digitisation of criminal
procedures). The CNIL has issued an opinion on this system rolled out in 2008. To this
purpose, all first and second instance district courts were equipped with the hardware and
software needed to digitise their entire criminal proceedings documentation.

Cassiopée constitutes the second step in the dematerialisation process. The CNIL issued its
opinion in March 2009 regarding this IT application designed to implement a “National
Bureau of automated judicial procedures” (as provided by Article 48-1 of the Code of
Criminal Procedure). The process is intended to record information and personal data related
to legal proceedings in the district courts. The record may be accessed by judges, clerks of the
courts and any person accredited to assist them. The judicial procedures concerned include
criminal, civil, commercial and educational assistance proceedings, as well as proceedings
under the competence of the “Juge des libertés et de la détention” (judge in charge of custody
and release). The application provides for management of hearings, preparation of rulings by
the trial courts and related evidence, processing of appeals and petitions, as well as proper
management of sealed evidence and objects under protection.

Within the criminal departments of the district courts (TGIs), only the sentence enforcement
department is equipped with its own system, shared with penitentiary authorities. This
processing software called APPI (Application des peines, probations et insertion, for
Enforcement of Sentences, Probations & Insertion) is an IT application intended to monitor
persons subject to a judicial sentence enforcement procedure. The Commission issued an
opinion on this system in October 2009. In view of the necessary continuity of the criminal
chain, in particular between the sentencing and sentence execution phases, an interconnection
is planned between the Cassiopée file and this software application.
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The reengineered GIDE software (Gestion Informatisée des détenus en établissement, or
computerised management of prisoners in penitentiaries), used by prison and penitentiary
staffs, should also be referred shortly to the Commission for review. This IT application is
intended to be interconnected with the APPI software.

Questions to…
Claire Daval
Attorney at Law
Commissioner in charge of the “Justice” sector

In its opinion on the Cassiopée application, which points did the Commission raise
specifically to the Ministry’s attention?
In its March 2009 opinion, the Commission stressed that the implementation of this IT
application within the courts was a particularly ambitious project in view of the delicate
context marked by deep changes in the judiciary institutions. The multiple reforms underway
(jurisdictional mapping, investigation reforms, juvenile justice, etc.), along with the growing
number of proceedings, may lead to fears of malfunctions when implementing Cassiopée.
The Commission further issued a reminder of its commitment to see strong and appropriate
security measures be implemented, and emphasized the necessity to set up as quickly as
possible the mechanisms needed to provide for encryption of the file, considering the
sensitive nature of the data recorded and the large number of individuals accredited to access
it.

Could the Cassiopée application play a role to facilitate the updating of judicial records?
The Commission has remarked on several occasions that data updating was unsatisfactory
under the current systems of judicial records. Indeed, in the case of transmission by the Public
Prosecutor of the outcome of judicial procedures regarding individuals implicated in a case,
particularly in the event of discharge, acquittal, nolle prosequi or discontinuance of
proceedings for lack of evidence, compliance with the provisions of Article 3 of Decree
No.2001-583 dated 5 July 2001 creating the STIC record has proved to be difficult under the
current system (forwarding of a hand-filled “shuttle data sheet”). Accordingly, an
interconnection of Cassiopée with the future ARIANE application, intended to substitute both
for the STIC and JUDEX records, could play a major role to facilitate the update of these
databases. Cassiopée is designed to forward directly to that database any judicial procedure
rulings on the cases recorded, which should definitely improve the updating process.
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E-VOTING UNDER SCRUTINY
The use of online electronic voting, primarily via internet, has been growing recently. This
remote voting system differs from electronic ballots cast on voting machines for national
elections. Online electronic voting on internet is currently possible only for elections already
providing for the possibility of voting by mail. Most of the steps are similar to a paper ballot
system: preparation of electoral lists and candidates, opening and closing of the polls, election
of a ballot count bureau (president and assessors) and lastly vote count. Proper operation of
such a voting process relies on the trust placed in a complex mechanism, possibly perceived
as opaque.

The guarantees of security provided by a computerised voting system are determining factors,
to the extent that voters cannot verify visually that everything is actually running properly. In
July 2003, the CNIL therefore adopted a recommendation, akin to a guide of best practices.
The recommendation specifies which guarantees must be complied with, in particular the
technical requirements to ensure the voting confidentiality, the personal, free and anonymous
nature of ballots, the integrity of electoral operations and the effective monitoring of the
voting process. Apart from reviewing preliminary formalities in specific cases, the
Commission also conducts regular audits of electronic voting systems in order to check their
compliance with the above principles.

What does a CNIL audit involve?

Throughout the year 2009, the CNIL conducted audits of electronic elections organised by
private institutions and ministries (elections to the Conseil des Prud’hommes/Industrial
Tribunals and to the Order of Nurses). These audits further provided for the opportunity to
check the voting devices offered by various vendors on the market.

During these audits, the CNIL teams visit the polling stations, generally on the first voting day
and at the time of e-vote closing. They also visit the premises of the service hosting provider
in order to check the voting device.

The CNIL checks the conditions of the physical and logic sealing of the e-ballot box in order
to detect any modification in the voting system and prevent any ballot manipulation. The
Commission staff also checks whether any means exist to log on illegally to the ballot system
during the vote. It further checks whether the various software programmes forming the
voting system have been fully assessed by an expert, in particular by taking copies of
documents and IT files, as authorised by law. Lastly, the Commission reviews the means and
resources used to guarantee the confidentiality of the votes and verify the identity of the
voters.

Assessments and sanctions

These audits have revealed insufficient guarantees provided by the e-voting devices, in terms
of data security and confidentiality.

The Commission has thus sanctioned several institutions who had organised e-voting
elections, as some principles of the French Data Protection law (Loi Informatique et Libertés),
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as reaffirmed in its recommendation, had not been complied with, and in particular:
prohibition of any unauthorised connection to the e-voting system during the vote, assurance
that the expert-assessed version of the e-voting system is the one actually used, and proper
sealing of the entire ballot system.

These audits attest to the importance afforded by the Commission to electronic voting
operations, which should be as secured and democratic as conventional elections.

Questions to
Isabelle FALQUE-PIERROTIN
Member of State Council (Conseil d’État)
Vice President in charge of “Citizen Life & Local Authorities” sector

What are the main lessons to be learned from CNIL audits of e-voting elections?
The major finding is the following: no electronic voting system fully complies with all CNIL
recommendations. While some solutions have been upgraded, major progress nevertheless
remains to be made to guarantee ballot secrecy and integrity of electoral operations. As an
example, it was sometimes found that the ballot box was not properly sealed, or that it was not
always under proper control of the polling station. Furthermore, the voters’ identity is not
always secured.

What measures did the CNIL adopt as a follow-up to these findings?
Apart from the remarks addressed to the data controllers, namely the election organisers, the
CNIL keeps a regular dialogue open with the various service providers involved in developing
e-voting solutions. The Commission will shortly review its recommendation on the subject.

What will the revised recommendation involve?
As a general rule, the CNIL recommendation issued in 2003 is still applicable. Before
revising it, the Commission is considering to hold hearings with the various stakeholders,
such as data controllers, researchers and vendors. The revision will be primarily in the form of
an update taking into account the latest technological developments and the findings revealed
by CNIL audits.
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INTELLIGENCE FILES: ENHANCED
MONITORING AND REGULATION
Over one year after withdrawing the EDVIGE record, the French government published two
Decrees intended to replace the records of the former police intelligence service
(Renseignements généraux), last autumn. The Decrees, adopted upon CNIL’s opinion,
respectively address a database on the prevention of offenses against public safety, and a
database related to administrative investigations linked to public safety.

The implementation of these databases is supported by a number of guarantees on the rights
and liberties of citizens. On these issues, the CNIL was extensively involved in defining the
legal reference framework of the Decrees.

Questions to
Jean-Marie Cotteret
University Professor Emeritus
Commissioner in charge of “National Police and Home Security” sector

What is your outlook on these new databases, replacing the former police intelligence
records?
First of all, we can only be pleased that the government took on board the recommendations
issued by the CNIL, and decided to create two distinct records, while the initial project
planned for a single record combining several purposes. The two databases will be subject to
the rules of in-situ audits conducted by the Commission.
Secondly, it should be emphasized that the legislation framing the operation of these records
has already been published, similarly to the relevant CNIL opinions. The government has thus
complied with the Commission’s request on the subject.
It is also important to note that access to the records will be framed by strict traceability
requirements, which would enable the CNIL, as needed, to proceed with an effective
verification on the use of the records. Lastly, activities of verification, updating and deletion
of the data recorded in both databases will be covered in an annual report, which will further
detail the procedures followed to ensure that the recorded data are constantly accurate and
appropriate for the purposes of the records.
Last but not least, we can also be pleased that there is no longer any question of recording any
data linked to the health or sexual orientation of the data subjects, as was initially envisaged.
Neither is it considered any longer to keep any kind of information on file about personalities
from the political, trade union or association arenas.

Database on the prevention of public safety risks

The conditions for processing “sensitive” data have been specified, in line with the CNIL’s
repeated requests. Thus, it is now possible only to record data dealing with the political,
philosophical, religious or trade union “activity” (objective information) of individuals, but
not with their “opinions” (subjective information). In addition, only the data related to
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“particular and objective physical signs” and to “geographic origin” may be recorded in the
database, with a prohibition for the latter data to include any direct or indirect reference to the
racial or ethnic origin of the data subjects. The Decree further specifies that “particular and
objective physical signs” must be understood solely as “elements of a description of
individuals”. Lastly, the record must not make it possible to single out any given category of
individuals based on these data alone.

Furthermore, the data may not be retained in the record for more than ten years. This is a
substantial improvement to be credited to the CNIL’s efforts, to the extent that until now no
specific retention period had been provided. In addition, the CNIL was able to get the
government to agree to a special retention period of three years for data related to minors.

Database on administrative investigations linked to public
safety

This record is presented as a simple directory of administrative investigations linked to public
safety, combined with a system of electronic document management. It relates to
administrative investigations linked either to public service jobs involving duties in the
exercise of State sovereignty, or to public or private jobs related to State defence or security,
or to private jobs or regulated private activities related to gambling, gaming and horse racing,
or requiring access to protected areas due to the nature of the activity exercised, or requiring
the use of equipment or materials of a hazardous nature. Thus, as requested by the CNIL,
administrative investigations linked to applications for French citizenship or to the delivery or
renewal of entry visas or resident permits for non-nationals, or to the appointment or
promotion to national honorific orders will not be included.

The categories of personal data liable to be recorded in the database have been considerably
restricted. It is now out of the question to record directly into the database any data related to
the “public activities”, “behaviour”, “movements” or the “environment” of individuals, nor
even any “patrimonial data” about data subjects or any data related to their “criminal
record”. The recording of any “sensitive” data is now prohibited as well.

Lastly, the data may be retained for a maximum period of five years as of the date of their
original recording in the file. In this respect, the starting point for the retention period was
both reconsidered and specified versus the initial draft decree, in line with the CNIL’s
recommendations.

What is it about?

Data records linked to public safety

These records are working tools used by the central administration of public safety. The
first database is an intelligence file designed to prevent risks against public safety. It
concerns events of “urban violence” or violence in sport stadiums for instance. The
second database is intended to facilitate administrative investigations required for
individuals wishing to run or work for special business activities related to public safety
(e.g. security guards).
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FIGHT AGAINST TAX FRAUD AND
SOCIAL SECURITY FRAUD

Tax evaders: creation of the Evafisc database

On 12 November 2009, the Commission reviewed the conditions for implementation of the
“Evafisc” database by the State tax administration.

This data file is part of the anti-tax fraud policy conducted by public authorities. It contains
data on bank accounts held outside of France by French natural or legal entities.

The purpose of this file is to record data related to tax fraud risks based on information
obtained by the tax authorities in the context of their legal missions (e.g. by exercising their
disclosure right as provided under Articles L96 A and L101 of the “Livre des procédures
fiscales” (Tax Procedures Manual) or during investigations or tax inspections).

The Commission’s opinion judged that the purposes pursued by the tax administration when
creating the Evafisc database, namely the prevention, search, establishment or prosecution of
criminal and tax offenses, were indeed legitimate.

The Commission further questioned the Ministry to ensure that the data contained in this file
would be checked systematically to verify their accuracy. The CNIL also demanded that
regular verifications of the database be conducted to prevent any possible mistakes due to
homonyms. In addition, since the recorded data are to be retained for a period of ten years, the
Commission also requested the implementation of a mechanism of automatic data deletion
after expiry of that time period.

The CNIL was furthermore able to verify that accredited staff members of the National
Administration for Tax Investigations (Direction nationale des enquêtes fiscales) alone would
have access to the data contained in the Evafisc file.

In view of the nature of this database, the purpose of which is specifically to prosecute
criminal and tax offenses, the rights of access and rectification may be exercised indirectly via
the CNIL.

National Social Security Directory (Répertoire national de la
protection sociale / RNCPS)

The law of 21 December 2006 provides for the creation of a national directory common to all
social security institutions, health insurance and paid holidays offices and to the Pôle Emploi
(State employment agency). The purpose of this directory is threefold: simplify formalities for
SS insureds, increase the productivity of administrations, and enhance the efficiency of anti-
fraud policies.
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The lawmaker has defined the main features of the RNCPS directory, providing in particular
that it should contain the social security numbers and addresses of the insureds. The directory
also holds information about the insurance regimes as well as the nature of the benefits
delivered by the various institutions to the insureds (e.g. disability pension, retirement
pension, unemployment benefits, etc.). The database however contains no data relative to any
established cases of fraud.

A Decree voted by the Conseil d'État (Council of State) further to a CNIL opinion, was
required to define the conditions for the management and utilisation of this directory.
Following an extensive in-depth review of this Decree, the CNIL then issued an official
opinion on 30 April 2009.

The RNCPS directory is focused on decision-making support, as a complement to the case-
by-case reviews of the insured’s situation by the administration staff. No decision may be
adopted based simply on the use of this directory. The RNCPS can however help detect any
possible unlawful plurality of incompatible benefits or conversely any benefit entitlements
that an SS insured might not be collecting. A consultation of the directory does not lead to any
automatic updating of its data or of the IT systems of the relevant institutions.

In view of the sensitivity of the personal data files and of the extremely high number of
persons liable to access the RNCPS directory, the CNIL judged that monitoring and control of
accreditations were an essential issue in order to guarantee the data security and
confidentiality. The Commission ensured in particular that the following aspects would be
implemented:

 traceability of accesses to the RNCPS coupled with a warning mechanism in the event
of abnormal or massive consultation of the directory;

 strict monitoring of accreditation management and access control by institutions using
the RNCPS;

 secured consultation mechanisms (mandatory entry of the NIR directory registration
number and name of the insured for each query).

The Commission further ensured that data subjects would be informed about their rights of
access and rectification as comprehensively as possible (mentions on internet sites and
institutional forms, information posted in public reception premises, publication of
informational documents, information on letters sent to the insureds).

Lastly, an annual assessment report on the RNCPS must be forwarded to the CNIL. The
report will show in particular the results achieved in terms of anti-fraud control and of
simplified formalities for the insured subjects.

Questions to
Philippe GOSSELIN
Member of Parliament representing the Manche district
Commissioner in charge of the “Tax & Social Security Issues” sector

How does the RNCPS directory work?
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The RNCPS directory has an innovative technical architecture providing information, as
needed, about data related to the benefits delivered to the insureds by all relevant institutions,
without any data retention in a central database.
No data related to the benefits or personal addresses is retained or centralised in the directory.
The SS institutions continue to host the data related to benefits paid to their insureds in their
own information systems.

What types of data are transmitted by social security institutions or by the Pôle Emploi
(State employment agency)?
The directory provides information on the names of the social security institutions to which an
individual is or has been affiliated over the past five years, along with the entitlements and the
benefits delivered over that time period.
These data are forwarded by the partner institutions in real time, and contain no information
about the amount of the entitlements and benefits received by an insured, his/her family status
or health condition.

Who can access the RNCPS?
Some institutions are responsible for pooling their data and fuelling the directory (so-called
“contributor” institutions):
- institutions in charge of a mandatory social security regime,
- offices in charge of paid holiday services,
- Pôle Emploi (State employment agency).

Other institutions are only allowed access to the directory for consultation purposes (so-called
“read-only” institutions):
- institutions in charge of collecting contributions (URSSAF),
- regional/local authorities and municipal welfare centres, for the sole purpose of verifying
entitlement to welfare benefits.
The State tax administration is not authorised to consult the RNCPS directory.
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FILES USED FOR
IMMIGRATION PURPOSES:
ALWAYS MORE?
While the year 2009 was highlighted by extensive public and political debates on immigration
issues, the data files used for administrative management of foreign nationals underwent
major changes this year. Thus, most of the existing records were modified and new data
processing systems were created.

The OSCAR record (Outil de statistique et de contrôle de l’aide au
retour, statistical and monitoring tool for repatriation aid)
This data file provided by the Law of 20 November 2007 on Immigration control, Integration
and Asylum, is a biometric mechanism recording the fingerprints of beneficiaries of
repatriation aid (foreigners residing in France and wishing to return to their home country in
counterpart for a financial aid). The Commission, who had not been asked to review the
legislative provision creating this record, has looked very carefully at the specific conditions
of its operation. The CNIL demanded in particular that the biometric data of the foreigners be
deleted from the file if they were refused the repatriation aid, that the data be used only for the
sole purpose of determining if an individual has already received such aid in the past, and that
they should not be accessible to the OFII services (Office français de l’immigration et de
l’intégration/French Office of Immigration and Integration) or to Préfecture services for
purposes of identifying these individuals.

RMV2 application (Réseau Mondial Visas / Visas Global Network)
A comprehensive reengineering has been initiated on the RMV2 system (Réseau Mondial
Visas) recording data derived from documents supplied by individuals when applying for a
visa. The Ordnance of 24 November 2009, adopted in spite of the CNIL’s opinion, will thus
allow for the implementation of the Visa Information System, while broadening data access to
the Préfectures, customs authorities and the Central Division of Homeland Intelligence
(Direction centrale du renseignement intérieur). It further authorises the sourcing of services
from external providers to collect visa application dossiers and to record these data in the
RMV2 application, a subject about which the Commission has expressed serious doubts in
view of the possible risk for such data being poached by these service providers or by the
national authorities in the countries delivering the visas.

What is it about?

VIS (VISA INFORMATION SYSTEM)
The VIS is intended to improve the implementation of the common EU policy on visas, by
allowing for pooling and exchanges among EU Member States of data related to the
applications for Schengen visas they received. The system relies on a European centralised
database connected to national information systems. It is intended to become the largest
biometric database in the word: the VIS will contain photographs and fingerprints of all
Schengen Visa applicants, i.e. around a hundred million individuals ultimately.
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FNAD file (Fichier des Non-Admis/ Record of non-admitted aliens)
The FNAD file is a biometric system recording among other the fingerprints of foreign
nationals checked at the borders but not allowed in the country for failing to meet legal entry
requirements. The FNAD was created initially in 2007 for a term of two years and limited to
the border at Charles de Gaulle Roissy airport, but was renewed for another two years
following its trial phase. At the CNIL’s request, it was agreed that this experiment would be
strictly evaluated in order to ensure that the benefits of this record, which only enables the
identification of individuals committing a new offense against entry regulations, be more
clearly established before its general extension to the entire national territory.

Files related to asylum seekers
These files must be subject to specific guarantees, since asylum seekers’ dossiers contain
highly sensitive data, such as political or religious opinions or ethnic origins of the
individuals.

Accordingly, the Ministry of Immigration has created the DN@ processing system designed
to improve the management of shelter centres for asylum seekers (CADA), by recording data
allowing for personalised follow-up of the individuals given shelter at the CADAs. Based on
the CNIL’s opinion, it was decided that the DN@ system would record only the data related
to the individuals’ social protection or health. In addition, a specific procedure for individual
designation and accreditation is required for all data recipients (in particular the OFII office,
the asylum services at the Ministry of Immigration and the Préfectures), to ensure that only
the personnel directly in charge of handling asylum seekers would have access to the data
recorded in the DN@ system.

The Ministry is not the only administrative institution recording data about asylum seekers.
The Commission has thus authorised CIMADE, a foreigners’ rights advocacy association
involved among other in administrative detention centres, to implement two IT processing
systems designed to manage the dossiers of the foreign nationals it assists in its offices and in
detention centres. The NGO has proved particularly careful with the security measures linked
to the operation of these files (conditions of data access, traceability of operations, etc.), the
data retention time limited to one year, and the requirements of information to data subjects
and their various rights to access, object, rectify or delete their personal data.

Questions to
Sébastien Huyghe
Member of Parliament for the Nord district
Commissioner in charge of the “Identity, Defence & Foreign Affairs” sector

What changes were made to the data files used for immigration control?
First of all, the existing records underwent a number of legal and technical adjustments, in
particular to fully factor in the new prerogatives entrusted to the ministry in charge of
immigration. Similarly, the revamped powers afforded to OFII (French Office for
Immigration & Integration), formerly known as ANAEM, have logically given rise to
adjustments in the data files used by this office. Some European initiatives have also required
adaptations of the national records used for immigration purposes, such as the implementation
of the Visa Information System (VIS) intended to ultimately compile photographs,
fingerprints and visa application data supplied by all EU visa applicants.
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Secondly, the conditions of use of some records have been modified, in particular by
broadening access to the main foreign nationals files in order to enhance data sharing among
the competent authorities. This extended access affects primarily the departments of the
ministry in charge of immigration, as well as customs authorities in the context of their border
control duties, the Préfectures, the OFII office, and in certain cases the anti-terrorism services.
Lastly, new data files on foreigners were implemented this year, as expressly provided by
laws voted on immigration issues over the past few years, or in response to new needs
expressed by the State administration. Overall, these new files confirm a trend noted for some
years already, for resorting increasingly to the use of biometric identifiers, and in particular to
fingerprinting of foreign nationals in a context of administrative immigration control.
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SOCIAL NETWORKS AND THE
RIGHT TO OBLIVION
Facebook, MySpace, LinkedIn, Copainsdavant... and other web-based social networking sites
constitute a source of new challenges in terms of privacy protection. Of course they provide
innovative and generally free services, but in counterpart, they collect personal data massively
for subsequent commercial uses.

The meteoric boom of social networks directly affects the privacy rights of web users due to
the huge amount of contents posted by their users and to the coexistence of both personal and
professional universes on the same platforms.

Numerous questions therefore emerge, in particular regarding the information of individuals,
the use of personal data by third parties, default parameter setting in privacy management
tools, or the possibility of leaving definitively the networks by deleting one’s account.

G29 opinion
Considering the stakes at hand, the G29 (working party of European data protection agencies)
has defined guidelines applicable to social networks, in its opinion issued on 12 June 2009.
This opinion reasserts the enforceability of EU Data Protection law to the social networks,
even when their head office is headquartered outside Europe. As a general rule, the major US
social networks do not share this analysis, even if they are making some efforts to comply
with most data protection guidelines. It should be noted that LinkedIn has gone the furthest by
filing all required declarative formalities with the CNIL.

The European data protection agencies have also requested social networks to:
 define default parameters limiting the dissemination of users’ data without their

knowledge;
 implement protection measures for minors;
 delete accounts that remain inactive over a long time period;
 allow individuals, even if they are not registered members of the social network, the

right to delete data concerning them;
 suggest that web users use a pseudonym rather than their real identity;
 implement a tool accessible to members and non-members on the home page of social

networks to post formal complaints regarding breaches of their privacy.

At its December 2009 plenary meeting, the G29 organised hearings of some social networks,
including Facebook, in an effort to assess the initial implementations of its opinion.

CNIL audits

In 2008 and 2009, the CNIL conducted several audits of the main French social networks,
resulting in the following findings:

- Tools available to manage the data visibility level are difficult to access;
- Default parameters generally enable full visibility of members’ profiles, along with a

listing by search engines;
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- Individuals who are not network members, are not always informed that they are
identified in a group photo posted on the site;

- Informational mentions are not sufficiently visible, particularly when “sensitive” data
are collected;

- Minors protection measures are sometimes non-existent;
- Moderation policies may be implemented (screening by keywords or geographic

regions, or after reports from users or judicial authorities), possibly leading to
deactivation, freeze or deletion of users accounts, or blocked access to the social
network;

- Advertising can be targeted based on users’ age, gender or IP address without any
possibility for the user to object to it;

- Data retention periods are not systematically defined and are sometimes excessive;
- Requests from users for data deletion are often taken into consideration;
- Data security measures are satisfactory overall, with the exception of measures

guaranteeing the security of judicial petitions.

MEMO
43% of the French population consider that their privacy is insufficiently protected on social
networks (IFOP survey sample of 1000 persons aged 18 and over, December 2009)

Questions to …
Alex Türk
Senator, Nord district
CNIL Chairman

Why is the CNIL concerned about Internet technology developments?
The world has now entered the Web 2.0 era. The new emerging applications, and social
networks in particular, lead to skyrocketing numbers of personal data accessible on Internet
without any time limitation. Pictures of binge-drinking parties or bikini-clad holidays are
posted on line on Facebook. Jokes of dubious taste, political opinions, sexual preferences,
private relationships are posted in blogs for all to read. Personal videos are webcast on video
sites – increasingly unbeknownst to the persons concerned.
We are ceaselessly exhibiting our private lives for all to see, without being aware of the risks
to which it exposes every one of us in our real lives. These concerns are all the more
preoccupying that they affect primarily the younger generations.

What could be the consequences of the traces we leave on Internet?
The dissemination of these data over the Web can have disastrous consequences: many
professionals (human resources, insurance companies, search for missing persons, etc.) now
use data retrieved on Internet to check, complement or approve the dossiers of job applicants,
employees or clients.
How would you then respond to a recruiting interviewer who admits having doubts that your
political opinions, as posted on your Facebook page, may not be compatible with the
company’s corporate values? How do you cope with the consequences on your personal life
of a criminal sentence reposted on a web site without any time limitation, even though a print
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publication would only have had a temporary effect and even though regulations on criminal
records provide that data on such sentences must be deleted after a certain time? Or, how do
you prevent a landlord from refusing to rent a flat to a young professional after finding
evidence of a dissolute, yet now finished, student life?

What is the meaning of the concept of “right to digital oblivion”?
It is both unacceptable and dangerous for the data posted on line by an individual to remain
there indefinitely, frozen and intangible forever, even though human nature implies precisely
that individuals change, contradict themselves, in short, they evolve in a perfectly natural
way.
For everyone, this is an issue of protecting freedom of speech and freedom of thought, but this
is also about the right to change your mind, change religion or political opinions, the
possibility of making mistakes in one’s youth, and then turning your life around.
This is why the Commission is very pleased about the debate currently opening up in France
on this topic, emphasizing loudly the crucial nature of this “right to oblivion”.

GOOD TO KNOW

REQUESTING THE DELETION OF A WEB PAGE CONTAINING PERSONAL
DATA
Whenever a web user requests the deletion of a personal data page, the web site publisher
delists the relevant page but the data may still remain accessible on Internet for some time,
which sometimes gives rise to reactions and complaints to the CNIL from people who believe
that their requests were not taken into consideration.

So what happens? Search engines temporarily retain a copy (cache) of all pages visited by
their indexing engines. When questioned by the CNIL on the subject, Google indicated that,
whenever a page is deleted by a site publisher, that page along with its so-called cache version
are removed from search results only at the time of the next site indexing by the search engine
robot. The re-indexing period may vary from one site to another based on various criteria,
such as site popularity or updating frequency, but in any case occurs on average every 2 to 3
weeks (some news sites for instance are updated virtually daily). During this time interval, the
cache version of the deleted page may potentially still be viewed, even though the page itself
is no longer posted on its original site.
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IN
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PROTECT
CNIL protects your rights

In 2009, the CNIL received 4265 complaints for non-compliance with the Data Protection &
Privacy law (Loi Informatique et Libertés), i.e. virtually the same number as in the previous
year (4244).

This significant volume of complaints (twice as many today as ten years ago) is evidence that
private individuals, whether employees, public service users, company customers or
“prospects”, are increasingly concerned with defending their privacy and data protection
rights. The CNIL is there precisely to help them do so.

The Commission’s web site www.cnil.fr provides public access to topic-dedicated dossiers,
documents, FAQs, or specimen letters to exercise your rights easier.

“User’s Instructions” were also published on line in 2009 to inform the public about
addressing a complaint to the CNIL, the various formalities and how complaints are processed
(section “vos libertés” – “la CNIL à vos côtés” on the site’s French version).

In a constant effort to improve our services to users, an information letter is now forwarded to
every complainant upon receipt of their case, for easier follow-up on the processing of their
complaint.

Lastly, it will shortly be possible to file a complaint on line via a new teleservice accessible
on the CNIL web site in the second half of 2010, for people who were unable to have their
name deleted from advertising mailing lists (right to object) or unable to receive a copy of
their personal data recorded in a database (right to access).

The largest number of complaints received in 2009 concerned the following sectors: banking-
credit, sales marketing, internet/telecoms, employment. Five concrete cases are shown below
to illustrate the CNIL’s regulatory interventions in response to difficulties encountered by
private individuals.

An abusively prying camera
 A trade union rep filed a complaint with the CNIL after the installation of CCTV
surveillance cameras in her company.
Two cameras supposedly filmed the badge swipe terminal along with the corridor leading to
the personnel break room and trade union office. The CNIL mailed a letter to the employer
who had declared the CCTV system in 2006, to remind him that video-surveillance should not
be disproportionate with its purpose and may not film trade union offices or their access.
The employer replied that they decided to change the angle of the first camera so it would no
longer film the badge reader. The second camera filming the corridor to the personnel break
room and trade union office was removed.

http://www.cnil.fr/
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Thanks to CNIL’s intervention, the right of employees not to be placed under surveillance
without justified motives is now respected.

A good payer badly rewarded
 Mr. Y. had reimbursed his loan early by sending two checks within a few weeks to his
credit company. Four years later, the credit company debited Mr. Y.’s bank account for a first
instalment and then a second one.
Mr. Y. asked his bank to stop payment on any future direct debits. Two months later, Mr. Y.
received a letter from the credit company demanding that he make good on the two unpaid
monthly instalments. Mr. Y. explained, but to no avail, that he had reimbursed his loan early 4
years earlier.
The following month, Mr. Y. found his name reported as a bad payer in the FICP national
consumer credit incident record (Fichier national des Incidents de remboursement des Crédits
aux Particuliers), leading to a ban on being granted any future loans. Mr. Y. filed a complaint
with the CNIL who demanded that the credit company supply information about this case.
The credit company later admitted its mistake. The first cheque have been recorded as a
“partial” early payment and credited to the balance due. And the second cheque had been
recorded as an “advance payment” for future instalments supposedly due over the next 4
years. Direct bank debits had then stopped over that time period, but had resumed
unjustifiably after that.
Thanks to CNIL’s intervention, the credit company immediately removed the negative credit
report on Mr. Y. from the FICP database.

Expensive “free” classes
 Mr. K. was looking for Spanish classes for his son and subscribed to a paying site
offering private courses. The subscription formula included a one-month free access to a math
learning support site.
A few months later, Mr. K. was surprised to see two amounts debited from his bank account
by an unknown company. He realized later on that the one-month free access granted jointly
with the Spanish course subscription by the initial private teaching site, was extended without
his knowledge to a paying subscription with another site.
Yet Mr. K. never asked for services from that company and never even sent them his bank
details used to debit his account.
Indignant about such practices, Mr. K. contacted the CNIL for help. The CNIL pointed out to
the private teaching site that no clear information was available to clients regarding the
subscription formulas offered on line. Clients were not aware of the fact that these formulas
automatically included access to services offered by a partner company and would be billed
monthly beyond the first free month.
Thanks to CNIL’s intervention, future clients of this site are now informed in a specific
window about the existence of this additional service and that their personal details will be
forwarded to their partner site for billing purposes, should they decide to subscribe to this
other service.

Allo Taxi
Mrs M., a house cleaner, realized that her postal and telephone details were linked in the
Google Maps application to another person bearing the same name and running a “taxi
transport” business. Yet neither Mrs M. nor her husband have ever worked as taxi drivers.
Mrs M. was constantly bothered by phone calls due to the publication of these incorrect
personal data and contacted the CNIL.
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The CNIL contacted Google France to ask the company to modify the erroneous information
published on line regarding Mrs. M.
Google replied that it is possible in the Maps application to access a special form to request
the correction or deletion of published data. The company further explained that the data on
Mrs. M. had been deleted from the site.
Thanks to CNIL’s intervention, Mrs M.’s personal address and numbers are no longer
published abusively on Internet and her life is no longer disturbed by unwanted phone calls.

Street View, an uninvited house guest!
Mr. and Mrs B. discovered on Internet that the Street View module of the Google Maps
application gave access to views of their home. They were dumbfounded to discover that this
Google service actually publishes views of their home property showing their 4-year old little
girl wearing underwear in the garden.
Judging that these Google views were a breach of their privacy as well as a danger for their
daughter, Mr. and Mrs B. filled out the online form on the Google site to demand their
deletion.
When their request remained unanswered, they filed a complaint with the CNIL who
intervened directly with Google France. Google responded with the information that the
incriminated views had been deleted.

Vacuuming real estate ads can be expensive!
People who had posted ads in specialised peer-to-peer real estate sites were surprised to be
approached by “partners” of the DIRECTANNONCES online ads company. But most
importantly, they found they were unable to object to being listed in the data processing
system used by DIRECTANNONCES. A CNIL audit found that this company was
“vacuuming” the real estate ads posted on web sites dedicated to private advertisements, for
purposes of compiling the data and selling it.
The CNIL judged that such practices were unfair toward private advertisers who were not
informed about the collection and sale of their ads and data, and consequently could not
object to the practice.
Based on the findings, the CNIL Sanction Select Committee ordered a €40,000 fine as
sanction against DIRECTANNONCES on 26 February 2009. Since then, the company has
taken appropriate measures to comply with the law and enable people to object to the
publication of their personal data.

A new partnership with the Controller General of detention centres
(Contrôleur général des lieux de privation de liberté / CGLPL)

The CNIL and CGLPL, both independent authorities, have decided to provide each other
mutual support for the protection of the fundamental rights of persons deprived of liberty
(incarcerated, hospitalised ex officio, placed in administrative detention centres or youth
correctional facilities, etc.).
The partnership agreement signed on 2 December 2009 provides in particular for exchanges
of information.
Whenever the Controller General has knowledge of data files or IT processing events in
breach of the Informatique et Libertés law when visiting a detention centre or reviewing a
complaint, such information will be forwarded to the CNIL to take action.
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In counterpart, whenever the CNIL has knowledge of facts or events liable to breach the
fundamental rights of detained individuals when investigating a complaint or a declaration or
during an audit, the Commission will forward to the Controller General any information
necessary to take action.

What is it about?
FICP
The FICP or Fichier national des Incidents de remboursement des Crédits aux Particuliers is
a national record on consumer credit repayment incidents created under the law of 31
December 1989, as part of an overall system to prevent consumer over-indebtedness. It was
inspired by existing legal provisions applicable to enterprises in difficulty. The Banque de
France was entrusted with its management.
The FICP provides information to banks and credit institutions for purposes of credit risk
management, about individuals having difficulties reimbursing a consumer loan. The record
includes first and last names, data and place of birth of the debtor, nature of the payment
incident, name of the institution who registered it, data related to the settlement of the debt
and the presumed date when the record will be cleared.
The file registers individuals who have failed to make two consecutive instalments on their
loan, or owe an amount equal to twice a monthly instalment; individuals prosecuted for
payment default or after unfruitful notice to collect in case of an event of default; individuals
owing a sum of at least €500 (FF3000) for over 60 days and have failed to respond to a notice
to pay from their creditor; and individuals who have filed an over-indebtedness case with the
Banque de France. Individuals registered in the FICP record are not allowed to secure further
loans or credit facilities.

Reform of consumer credit and impacts on the FICP file (Fichier
national des Incidents de remboursement des Crédits aux
Particuliers)

The consumer credit reform bill currently examined by the National Assembly and Senate
contains several improvements to the existing applicable system. It is designed to transcribe
the EU Directive of 23 April 2008 on consumer credit and to reform the current over-
indebtedness treatment procedure. It intends to define a strict scope for the conditions of use
and disclosure of the data contained in the national FICP consumer credit incident record.

The bill redefines the purposes of the FICP record, provides for a shorter retention period for
data subjects confronted to occasional financial difficulties who later comply with their
commitments, complements the list of data recipients and improves the conditions of
information and exercise of the rights to access and rectify for the registered data subjects. It
also establishes a provision for stricter verification of the loan applicant’s credit status prior to
the signature of any loan, and an obligation for the lender to consult the FICP file, regarded as
a key element to assess the borrower’s solvency among other information available to the
lender.
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Regulations will further specify a higher updating frequency for the data made available to
credit institutions. This adjustment should facilitate the processing of complaints from
individuals registered in the FICP database. In the short term, possibilities of real-time
consultation and updating of the data recorded in this file will be generally extended. On
numerous occasions, the CNIL had drawn the attention of public authorities regarding the
malfunctions of the FICP files, in view of the large number of complaints received on the
matter (10% of total annual complaints).

What is it about?
Basel II

Financial institutions have the obligation to set up a customer rating system in order to assess
the financial risk linked to each customer. This obligation stems from the EU Directive on
regulated equity capital, as transcribed in France by several decrees dated 20 February 2007.
This is a permanent credit rating system linked to natural person clients, intended for use in
customer relations. Its rationale differs from the “credit scoring” systems used only for single
transactions.

Questions to
Jean Paul Amoudry
Senator, Haute-Savoie district
Commissioner in charge of “Banking & Credit” sector

What was involved in redefining the purposes of the FICP record?
The primary purpose of this record is to provide lenders with a way to assess the solvency of
individuals applying for a loan for non-professional purposes. The database will imperatively
have to be consulted prior to signing a loan agreement in the name of credit applicants, as an
aid to assess their solvency.
The FICP may also be used to calculate the individual credit risk rating, the so-called “Basel 2
rating” of clients, in the prudential perspective adopted by the new Basel 2 accord.
Lastly, it can provide an assessment tool when deciding whether to grant payment facilities, in
a concern for strengthening the efficiency of the FICP as a way to prevent over-indebtedness,
and to determine which payment modes are more suitable for the clients’ situation.

How long will the data be retained?
The mechanism under consideration simplifies and strengthens the consistency of rules
applicable to the FICP data. It will in effect significantly reduce the data retention time in the
FICP in the context of over-indebtedness plans. The retention rules applicable to reports
linked to individuals’ over-indebtedness will be standardised, regardless of the measure
adopted (amicable recovery plan or personal receivership procedure).
The 10-year retention time applicable to the recorded data will correspond to a maximum
period for individuals successively subjected to a conventional receivership plan followed by
a recommendation issued by the “over-indebtedness commission”. Early data deletion may be
possible upon expiry of a 5-year period provided all measures have been carried out without
any incident in the meantime.
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How will it facilitate the data subjects’ rights to access and rectify their data?
The plan is to withdraw the currently applicable ban on delivering any information in writing
about the file contents, as this prohibition is frequently regarded by data subjects as a
hindrance to the exercise of their rights of access and rectification. Individuals registered in
the FICP file will thus have the right to receive information, including in writing, about their
personal data contained in that record.
The Commission will keep a watchful eye to prevent any risk of misuse or diversion of the
purpose of the FICP data, in view of prior experience abroad with solvency records and
common practices requesting “certificates of non-registration” in any other bank credit rating
records. Such requests may originate for instance from lenders, real estate agencies or even
potential employers, entities who are not authorised to consult the FICP file but wish to
receive solvency certificates, which would further worsen the economic and social exclusion
of individuals recorded in the FICP.

Right of indirect access to police records

In 2009, the CNIL received 2217 requests for indirect access rights. Such requests
generally involve several data records and consequently require numerous verifications.
As an example, in the case of judiciary police records, the CNIL magistrates need to check the
STIC file, the public safety files in police stations (Commissariats) and the JUDEX file of the
Gendarmerie Nationale.

2008 Summary of the 5,712 verifications conducted in 2009 leading to the settlement of
2294 requests for indirect access

Number of
verifications

% of total number (5712)

Ministry of the Interior 4279 75%
Judiciary Police – STIC 1385 24%
Police Intelligence 1236 22%
Public Safety (Commissariats) 1197 21%
Schengen Information System 390 7%
Homeland Security Administration and CEA
Central Security Administration

71 1%

Ministry of Defence 1433 25%
Judiciary Police of Gendarmerie Nationale –
JUDEX

1385 24.2%

Defence Security Protection Administration –
DPSD

31 0.5%

External Security Administration – DGSE 17 0.3%

2009 Summary for Intelligence files: 1236 verifications
% of total requests for
access to Intelligence files
(formerly “RG”) i.e. 1236

Petitioners not recorded in the Intelligence
files

1037 84%
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Petitioners recorded in the Intelligence files 199 16 %

Fully disclosable records 191

Non-disclosable records 7

Partially disclosable records 1

How does it work?

In application of Article 41 of the “Informatique et Libertés” privacy act, any individual may
ask the CNIL to verify information likely to concern them contained in records relating to
State Security, National Defence or Public Safety. Verifications are conducted by the
magistrates members of the Commission and judges sitting on the Conseil d’État, Cour de
Cassation or Cour des Comptes.

What are the main data records involved in this procedure?
 judiciary police files - STIC and JUDEX
 intelligence files
 Schengen information system

2009 Summary for the STIC (judiciary police record of the Ministry of Interior): 1385
verifications

Out of the 1385 verifications conducted in the STIC under the right to indirect access, 683
individuals were recorded as incriminated in a case.

- 17% of the files of implicated individuals were deleted from the record;
- 20% of the files were strictly accurate;
- 63% of the files were modified, i.e.:

○ to include mentions of favourable judicial outcome (nolle prosequi, acquittal, 
dismissal for insufficient evidence or insufficiently established offenses),

○ to reflect requalifications of criminal charges, 
○ to partially delete some offenses improperly charged against incriminated 

individuals.

However, in a majority of cases, these rectifications had no consequences on the retention
time of the recorded data.

Lastly, we should mention the inadequate transmission by many Public Prosecution
departments of information about the judicial outcomes necessary to update the STIC
database. Thus, judicial proceeding outcomes had been transmitted in only 32% of the 2096
cases reviewed.
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Bad track-records!

Lack of updating by Prosecutor’s offices leads to the unemployment line
- Mr M., age 28, had attended training in fire-fighting safety and had been recruited by a
private security company. He lost his job following an unfavourable opinion issued by the
Préfet further to the administrative inquiry. He was recorded in the STIC database as
incriminated in cases of vehicle theft and fraud in 1998 and 2004. Both cases had been
dismissed on grounds of insufficiently established offenses, but his file had never been
updated. These data were finally deleted thanks to CNIL’s intervention.

- Mr B., age 30, had been recruited by an airline company in September 2008. The
administrative inquiry required to deliver a permit to drive on airport grounds had however
revealed that he was recorded in the STIC as incriminated in a case of involuntary
manslaughter dating back to February 2004. Mr B. had been involved in a traffic accident, but
found not guilty and acquitted by the District Court (TGI) of Paris in April 2005. Following
CNIL’s intervention, the data related to Mr. B. were deleted from the judicial police file, but
unfortunately, someone else had been hired in the meantime to fill the job.

No hiring because of inaccurate recording of the facts
- Mr J. was to be hired by a private security company. The administrative inquiry by the local
Préfecture revealed that he had been involved in criminal proceedings for assault. He was
actually recorded in the STIC as a victim of the assault, among other. But because of a
mistake, he was also recorded as incriminated in the facts. At the request of the District Court,
the incorrect data were deleted from the STIC, as verified by the CNIL.

- Mr R., age 49, was recorded in the STIC in 1992 in a case involving sequestration, rape and
acts of cruelty committed by his brother, while he was in fact only a witness. The incorrect
data were therefore deleted from the file.

No training because of record in juvenile files
- Mr P. was to attend a training course as airline steward. The administrative inquiry to obtain
airport access clearance revealed that he was registered in the police juvenile records as
incriminated in an old case of degradation of public property when he was still a minor and
for involvement in a narcotics traffic case. Further to CNIL’s intervention, it was found that
the degradation case had not been removed upon expiry of the 5-year retention time, and that
Mr P. was not incriminated in the narcotics case. All relevant data, expired retention time in
the first case and incorrect data in the second one, were subsequently deleted from the
records.

Requalification of charges with an impact on the data retention period
- Mr M., age 48, lost his job as security agent at the Festival Centre in a city in southern
France because his accreditation had been rejected following the administrative inquiry. He
was registered in the STIC record as incriminated in a case of assault dating back to
November 2002. Following CNIL’s intervention under his right to indirect access, the charges
were requalified as “4th class misdemeanour” and the incorrect data therefore deleted from the
STIC.
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Schengen Information System (SIS)

Out of the 390 requests for indirect access to the Schengen Information System processed by
the CNIL and settled in 2009, 286 persons (i.e. 73%) were not recorded in this EU database.
Conversely, 104 persons (i.e. 27%) were recorded, with the geographic origin of reports
broken down as follows:

- 67 French reports
- 14 German reports
- 12 Italian reports
- 5 Spanish reports
- 6 reports from Luxembourg, Portugal, Netherlands and Austria.

Following verifications conducted by the CNIL, 16 reports were deleted from the SIS, i.e.
15% of the 104 recorded individuals (primarily by France).

What is it about?

SIS
The Schengen Information System (SIS) consists of a central database located in Strasbourg
and national databases located in each Schengen area member country. The data involve
primarily individuals:
- wanted for arrest for extradition purposes;
- foreigners reported as undesirable for admission into the Schengen area following an
administrative or judicial order;
- reported for purposes of discreet surveillance or specific control.
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INFORM
The CNIL informs you daily

Partnership with France Info

In 2009, the CNIL renewed its partnership agreement with France Info radio, initiated in
October 2007. The partnership involves a weekly participation in the radio talk show called
“Le droit d’info” presented by Karine Duchochois. Every Friday, a radio chronicle addresses a
specific practical subject, frequently affecting our daily lives. This is an opportunity to
address in a pragmatic manner issues of rights to privacy and data protection that still remain
largely unknown. It further contributes to publicising the CNIL’s action in the defence of
these rights. A total of 50 chronicles were broadcast on the radio station in 2009, focussing on
subject like SMS-based marketing, biometric passports, e-voting, identity theft, electronic
traffic tickets, laptop security, Internet traces, etc.

First “Informatique et Libertés Thesis Awards”
The CNIL’s “Informatique et Libertés Thesis Awards” are intended to spur academic research
on the topic of privacy and personal data protection. The awards target numerous disciplines
such as human sciences, law, political science, economics or technical disciplines.

A prize of 7,000 euro is awarded to the winner, to facilitate the thesis publication. In 2009, for
the first awards, eight doctorate theses were submitted to the CNIL.

The jury presided by CNIL member Jean-Marie Cotteret awarded the “Informatique et
Libertés” first prize to Marie-Charlotte Roques-Bonnet from the Public Law department at the
University of Toulouse I for her thesis on “Constitution and Internet”.

This thesis was regarded as both original and useful, and likely to be of interest for all jurists,
and not just to those interested in the Internet. The three parts of the thesis illustrate in turn the
importance of ongoing challenges and changes. In an attempt to incorporate the Constitution
into the digital world and comprehend the place of Internet in the Social Pact, the thesis
proposes a three-pronged review, by comparing Internet to the institutions of the French
Republic (Part I), to the rights of French citizens (Part II) and to the systems of standards
protecting our Constitution for the past fifty years (Part III). The thesis will be published in
September by Editions Economica.

In view of the high quality of all theses submitted, jury members also decided to award two
special prizes to Caroline Lancelot-Miltgen for her work entitled “Dévoilement de soi et
réponses du consommateur face à une sollicitation de ses données personnelles : une
application aux formulaires sur internet”, from the Management Science Department at
University of Paris-Dauphine, and to Julien Le Clainche for his thesis on “L’adaptation du
droit des données à caractère personnel aux communications électroniques”, from the Private
Law Department at University of Montpellier I.

http://www.france-info.com/
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CNIL’s “Tour de France” in French regions
The CNIL has continued its informational road-show in the French regions. Eighteen regions
have been visited since January 2005. This community-outreach communication process has
provided opportunities to meet more than 8,000 persons: enterprises, administrations, local
governments, elected officials, associations, journalists, citizens, lawyers, healthcare and
education professionals, social workers, etc.

In 2009, CNIL staff members and commissioners took part in 127 symposia, seminars,
conferences or training courses about the French privacy and data protection law (Loi
Informatique et Libertés) or about the duties of Data Privacy Correspondents (CIL,
Correspondant Informatique et Libertés) in companies, administrations, local governments,
trade organisations, schools of higher education (Grandes Écoles), universities, both in France
and abroad. The CNIL received nearly 200 requests to speak at various events in 2009.

Guide to Local Authorities (“Guide des collectivités locales“) sent across the country
In September 2009, the CNIL forwarded a copy of its practical “Guide to Local Authorities”
to all French municipalities and local governments, i.e. over 40,000 copies circulated. This
“mass mailing” was a major financial investment for the CNIL, but it was an essential
initiative to enhance the awareness of local authorities on compliance with the rules. Local
authorities are major stakeholders in IT development: civil status records, electoral lists,
welfare files, land registries, CCTV surveillance systems, biometric documents, records of
subsidised associations, teleservices, electronic administration, Internet uses, etc.

During numerous meetings with public representatives, the CNIL found that local authorities
were not always sufficiently informed about the importance of the stakes at hand, particularly
in terms of personal, civil or criminal liability.

Last but not least, the mass mailing initiative has spurred a number of appointments of Data
Privacy Correspondents (CIL), thus helping local authorities demonstrate to their constituency
that they were resolutely engaged in a responsible process intended to reinforce the protection
of citizens’ rights. Appointing a CIL officer also contributes to preparing the local
governments for a potential audit and reducing the risk of sanctions.

New www.cnil.fr web site
The new CNIL web site went live in July 2009 with new graphic design and a new tree-
architecture. The new cnil.fr site intends to spur a closer involvement of citizens by informing
them about the daily exercise of their rights.

Key messages on personal data protection are illustrated via slide shows to facilitate an
understanding of the challenges involved with visual images. Cnil.fr has been adjusted to
match the diversity of the CNIL’s missions and activities. The section entitled “The CNIL”
highlights the Commission’s activity, in addition to a section on news and events.

The graphic chart and browsing functions were revamped around key sections positioning
individual readers at a balancing point between their liberties and responsibilities. Targeted
information is now offered in site spaces dedicated to specific audiences (citizens, notifiers,
correspondents, elected officials, journalists). A dedicated extranet is provided for Data
Privacy Correspondents (CIL), to facilitate the exercise of their daily duties (forum, document
specimens, FAQs…).

http://www.cnil.fr/
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The new cnil.fr web site is designed to raise public awareness and empower citizens, and to
deliver useful services to professionals, thereby providing the greatest number with the ways
and means to keep informed and take action.

The content on information about rights has been enriched in the French site version with an
FAQ section (entitled “Vos droits en questions”), with new FAQs replying to the main
questions raised by citizens. The e-mail generator includes a model letter to submit a direct
request for CNIL’s intervention.

With over 2 million pages viewed monthly, cnil.fr is building a close relationship with the
public and is now positioned as the benchmark online media on issues of privacy and data
protection.

CNIL’s image
Similarly to previous years, a survey on CNIL’s image and public perception was conducted
by Ifop in December 2009 on a sample of 1000 individuals representative of the French
population.

CNIL’s “brand awareness”
Question: Have you heard about the CNIL, even if only by name?

June 04 Dec 09
Change

2004/2009

Yes 32 42 + 10

No 68 58

100% 100%

Level of information about rights
Question: Do you personally have the feeling that you are sufficiently informed of your rights
on issues of privacy and protection of your personal data?

2004 2009
change

2004/2009

Yes, fully 3 7

Yes, partially 18 30

Yes, sub-total 21 37 + 16

No, not really 39 30

No, not at all 39 25

No, sub-total 78 55

No opinion 1 8
100% 100%

The 2009 poll results show a significant increase in the number of people who feel
sufficiently informed about their rights, now accounting for 37% of the French population
versus 21% in 2004 and 33% in 2008. This upward trend may be explained by the regular

http://www.cnil.fr/
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presence of the CNIL in various media regarding highly diversified topics. Issues of privacy
on Internet or the concept of the right to oblivion were widely addressed by the media in
2009. The weekly radio chronicle on France Info provides a way to reply in simple terms to
questions affecting daily life, as well as to explain which rights people are entitled to. For the
past few years, the CNIL has focussed on a more practical type of communication, whether on
its web site, in its publications or its reports (scripted case studies, Q&As, demos). Over 400
requests for interviews or film shoots have generated 500 citations about CNIL in the
audiovisual media.

Daily replies from the CNIL

The Department of Public Guidance & Information (Service d’orientation et de
renseignement du public or SORP) is on the front line to respond to requests from private
individuals or businesses: it processes letters, notifications, phone calls and reports posted on
the CNIL web site.

Letters
24,880 letters received.

Notifications
68,185 notifications received in 2009.

The success of procedure dematerialisation is being confirmed: the vast majority of data
processing notifications are now reported on line on the CNIL web site:

- for simplified notifications: 94% were notified on line in 2009 versus 88% in 2008.
The average time for delivering the acknowledgement of receipt is down to 48
hours.

- for ordinary notifications: 69% were notified on line in 2009 versus 63% in 2008.
The average time for delivering the acknowledgement of receipt is now 4 weeks.

Telephone calls
10,000 incoming calls monthly on average.

Reporting mailbox (on www.cnil.fr)

The reporting system available on the CNIL Internet site allows everyone to testify about a
problem encountered and alert the CNIL about it. Such testimonies are not regarded as
complaints, but enable the CNIL to review a problem or identify new issues linked to daily
life that may raise difficulties in terms of data protection.

In 2009, the CNIL received 2724 testimonial reports. The most frequently addressed topic is
Internet (requests for removal from social networking sites, phishing, etc.), followed by
marketing issues (unsolicited ads via e-mail, SMS or other similar media) and labour issues
(employee surveillance technologies).

It’s your right!

Right to access, object and rectify
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Any individual has the right to gain access and information to all of their personal data
contained in a database or record, by requesting it directly from the record owner, and to
obtain a copy at a cost not exceeding the cost of duplication.

Any individual has the right to object, under legitimate grounds, to being listed in a database,
and may refuse, without any justification required, that their personal data be used for any
marketing purposes.

Any individual has the right to request their personal data to be rectified, completed, updated,
locked or erased, whenever they contain errors, inaccuracies, or data whose collection, use,
disclosure or retention are legally prohibited.
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ADVISE
CNIL advises and informs public authorities

Throughout 2009, the Commission pursued and boosted its long-standing dialogue with
public authorities. The CNIL Chairman was auditioned on numerous occasions during
hearings held by the major National Assembly and Senate commissions, the Parliamentary
Office of Evaluation of Scientific & Technological Choices, as well as by Study Groups in the
context of parliamentary missions and reports about proposed legislative decrees and bills.
CNIL commissioners were also invited to speak at various hearings before the Parliament on
specific topics linked to their respective sectors.

The constitutional reform voted in 2008 had a direct impact on the number of bills of interest
to the CNIL, with multiple bills presented in 2009. This legislative profusion has resulted in a
growing presence of the CNIL by the side of both chambers (Assemblée Nationale and
Senate), with a sharp increase in the number of hearings attended by the Chairman and
Commissioners. In 2009, the Chairman was for the first time auditioned by the UMP Party
group at the Assemblée nationale on the subject of personal data protection, and the LIBE
committee of the European Parliament regarding the SWIFT case.

Regular contacts also took place with various ministries (Justice, Interior, Education, Health,
Digital Economy, Higher Education) on topics of joint interest. In 2009, the CNIL auditioned
Eric Besson, Minister of Immigration, Integration, National Identity & Responsible
Development, as well as Nathalie KOSCIUSKO-MORIZET, State Secretary in charge of
forward-planning and development of the digital economy, during a plenary assembly, to get
information about the key orientations of their respective action programmes.

In addition, the CNIL Chairman also met with Michèle Alliot-Marie, Minister of Justice and
Liberties, to discuss the penitentiary administration records and the updating of the STIC
database by Public Prosecutor’s offices.

A meeting with Luc Châtel, Minister of Education, provided the CNIL Chairman with the
opportunity to remind the minister of the need to raise the awareness on Internet-related issues
in schools and to discuss the appointment of Data Privacy Correspondents (CIL) within the
State education administration. In another meeting with Yazid Sabeg, State Commissioner in
charge of Diversity & Equal Opportunities, Mr. Türk discussed issues of ethnic statistics, a
topic already subject to a CNIL’s opinion issued back in 2007 along with a series of 60
recommendations.

Informing the Parliament

 Newsletters to Parliament members:
In 2009, Parliament members and senators were kept regularly informed about the activities
of the Commission via a dedicated newsletter with a publication schedule following the
political and parliamentary calendar. This communication media enables the CNIL Chairman
to express his concerns about specific topical or current issues. Two key topics were
addressed in particular in 2009: disclosure of electoral lists and biometrics in educational
establishments.
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 Hearings
The CNIL Chairman was auditioned by:

- Parliamentary Office of evaluation of scientific and technological choices on
nanotechnologies;

- Commission of Laws of the Assemblée Nationale, on topical issues of interest to the
CNIL;

- MP Charles de La Verpillière about the proposed organic law on application of
Paragraph 5 in Article 13 of the Constitution;

- MPs Delphine Batho and Jacques-Alain Benisti about the bill on police records;
- MP Eric Ciotti about the orientation and planning law on the efficiency of homeland

security;
- Senators Anne-Marie Escoffier and Yves Detraigne on the topic of “Electronic traces

and privacy protection”;
- Senator Christian Cointat about the bill intended to improve privacy protection in the

digital age, presented by Senators Anne-Marie Escoffier and Yves Detraigne;
- The European Affairs Commissions of the Assemblée Nationale and the Senate, and

the Civil Liberties, Justice & Home Affairs (LIBE) committee of the European
Parliament about the SWIFT case;

- Senate’s European Affairs Commission about the expert group in charge of examining
the revision of the 1995 EU Directive on personal data protection;

- UMP Party group at the Assemblée Nationale, working group on “Digital Ethics”.

CNIL Commissioners or staff members were auditioned by:
- MPs Franck Riester, Patrick Bloche and Bernard Gérard about the bill on facilitating

the downloading and protection of creative contents on Internet (HADOPI);
- MP George Pau-Langevin about the bill on combating ethnic discriminations;
- MP Jacques Grosperrin about the information mission on “Second Chance Schools”

and access to employment;
- MP Olivier Jardé about the bill on personal online searches;
- MPs Claude Birraux and Pierre Lasbordes about the personal health records;
- MP Jean-François Lamour about the bill on market liberalisation and regulation of the

online gambling and betting industry;
- MPs François Loos and Eric Diard about the bill on consumers;
- MP Arnaud Robinet about the bill allowing e-voting for elections of Board members

in scientific establishments;
- Senator Alain Dufaut on the subject of anti-doping;
- Senator Yves Detraigne about the framework decision on the use of passenger data for

law enforcement purposes;
- Senator Philippe Marini about the bill on consumer credit;
- Senators Fabienne Labrette-Ménager and Denis Jacquat on consumer over-

indebtedness;
- Senator François Trucy about the bill on market liberalisation and regulation of the

online gambling and betting industry;
- Senators Annie David, Jean-Claude Peyronnet and Hugues Portelli about the

Stockholm programme.
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Raising the awareness of public authorities

Review of the membership of the European Expert Group in charge of revising the 1995
EU Directive on personal data protection
In 2009, the CNIL lobbied extensively to object to the membership of the Expert Group set up
by the European Commission to initiate work on a revision of the 1995 EU Directive. This
group consisted of five persons, four of whom originated either from American companies or
from law offices whose main offices were also based in the USA. Yet this group of experts
was supposed to consider modifying an EU Directive which constitutes a European legal
framework designed precisely to protect the individual rights of European citizens on privacy
and data protection. The CNIL Chairman swiftly called the attention of the European
Commission’s Vice-President, of the French Prime Minister, and other relevant ministers and
members of Parliament on this issue. This initial Expert Group was finally dissolved and Mr.
Jacques Barrot has launched a consultation process with the various stakeholders.

SWIFT
In June 2006, news of the implementation of a surveillance system set up by US authorities to
inspect international bank transfers processed via SWIFT, gave rise to strong reactions from
European authorities, from the G29 (Group of European Data Protection Agencies) and from
the CNIL.
In the spring 2007, the European Commission and Council negotiated a number of guarantees
with the US government, including the creation of a data warehousing centre on the European
territory and the appointment of an “eminent European personality” with powers to verify the
proper operation of the surveillance programme (Mr. Jean-Louis Bruguière).
A new round of negotiations was later opened between the European Commission and the US
government, ultimately granting the US authorities access to the data stored by SWIFT on
their server in Switzerland.
Furthermore, the CNIL was denied access to the report issued by Mr. Bruguière, as it was
classified confidential by the US government. The Commission got once again extensively
involved in this case: The CNIL Chairman sent a letter to the French Prime Minister, to the
relevant ministers and to Mr. Jacques Barrot on the subject. Members of the European and
French Parliaments were enrolled in the effort, with information conveyed about the threats to
personal liberties and data protection potentially raised by such an agreement. The LIBE
Committee and the European Parliament finally rejected the agreement in early 2010.

What is it about?
SWIFT (Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunication)
Swift is a Belgian-law cooperative company founded in 1973, providing a series of services to
banks, including a secured electronic messaging system. A large proportion of international
bank transfers are processed by Swift, whose services have become a must for the banking
community.
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Parliamentary initiatives to revise the Informatique et Libertés law

A number of parliamentary initiatives took place in 2009 intended to revise the French
privacy & data protection act (Loi Informatique et Libertés).

In late 2008, the Senate’s Commission of Laws entrusted senators Anne-Marie Escoffier and
Yves Détraigne with the mission of investigating the issue of “privacy protection in the age
of digital memories”. It involved conducting a study on “traceability technologies” capable of
tracking individuals in the digital space (biometrics, video-surveillance, geolocation,
nanotechnologies, social networking sites, etc.) and over time (case of search engines capable
of aggregating scattered data to establish the profiles of millions of individuals, etc.), all
technologies liable to blur the borderline between public and private life, or even to breach the
right to privacy.

The recommendations formulated by the Senators in their information report published on
behalf of the Commission of Laws on 27 May 2009, were later partially translated into a bill
presented to the Senate on 6 November 2009 and planned for review by the Parliament
sometime in 2010.

The bill proposes first of all to bolster the efficiency of the right to digital oblivion by
strengthening the obligation of information about data retention time and by facilitating the
exercise of the right to delete personal data, in particular on the Internet.

In addition, it contains an obligation to appoint Data Protection Correspondents (CILs or
Correspondants Informatique et Libertés) whenever a public authority or a private
organisation processes personal data, and whenever over fifty persons have direct access to
such data or are in charge of the processing.

The bill also intends to comfort the CNIL’s powers of audit and sanction by authorising the
Commission in particular to pronounce higher financial penalties. It further boosts its
possibilities of prosecution before courts of law, similarly to the powers of prosecution
already granted to the HALDE (French anti-discrimination authority).

Furthermore, the bill provides for an obligation for data controllers to inform the CNIL in the
event of any breach of integrity or confidentiality in the processing, as an incentive for them
to implement appropriate data protection measures. In case of breach of data protection
concerning one or more natural persons, the CNIL would then be entitled to demand that the
data controllers alert the individuals affected. This particular article of the bill transcribes the
relevant provision of the EU Directive 2009/136/EC on “Privacy and Electronic
Communications” of 25 November 2009.
Lastly, the bill is also designed to amend the oversight system for police records.

The Parliament bill on police records filed by MPs Delphine Batho and Jacques-Alain
Bénisti fits in a continuum with the findings of the information report on police records
published by the same two MPs in March 2009. This report called for a reengineering of the
legal framework governing the creation and operation of police records. The bill intended to
entrust the legislator alone with the power to create police files, and planned to that purpose
for an amendment to the provisions of the law of 6 January 1978, as amended by the law of 6
August 2004, in particular its Article 26. The bill was however rejected in November 2009.
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The project to reform the oversight of police records was however revived, though under
different conditions, by MP Jean-Luc Warsmann, Chairman of the Parliament’s Commission
of Laws, this time in the context of the bill on Simplification and Clarification of Law and
Legal Procedures, which was voted after first reading in December 2009.

Questions to
Claude Domeizel
Senator from Alpes de Haute-Provence
Commissioner in charge of “Sustainable Development & Housing” sector

As a parliamentarian and CNIL commissioner, what is your outlook on these initiatives?
Such initiatives obviously attest to the growing interest afforded by the Parliament to issues of
data protection. They reveal first and foremost that in this age of the Internet digital world, of
social networking phenomena and, shortly, of a boom in nanotechnologies, it is essential
today for the lawmaker to provide new responses to the social and technological challenges
facing us.
The idea is of course not to challenge the fundamentals of data protection which remain more
valid than ever, or the action of the CNIL that has by now proved its efficacy, but rather to
determine whether the current legal framework should not be strengthened and adjusted to
take in account the disruptive changes occurred over the past few years, with more to be
expected.
As you know, several initiatives have been launched to upgrade the EU – and ultimately
international – legal framework on the subject. It is therefore crucial for our country, the
homeland of Human Rights who in 1978 was one of the first to adopt a data privacy law, to
once again act as a pioneer. More than ever, our Parliament has to be a driving force on these
issues.

Did the CNIL contribute to these legislative initiatives?
Yes. First of all, for many years our Commission has strived to bolster and systematically
extend its dialogue with the Parliament in an effort to raise its awareness to data protection
issues. This has been reflected in particular in annual auditions of the CNIL Chairman during
hearings of the Commissions of Laws in both parliamentary assemblies, and by the
Parliament Office of Scientific & Technological Choices. These hearings are perfect
opportunities to address the issues facing the CNIL, whether the right to oblivion on Internet,
updating of police records, lack of young people’s awareness about Internet-related risks, etc.
In addition, the CNIL Chairman and Commissioners, as needed, are regularly heard whenever
an information mission, a project or a proposed law affects data protection.
The Commission, judging that its contribution could be useful to the debates, further decided
on its own initiative to express its position on legal texts of direct interest. Thus in June 2009,
it forwarded its comments to MPs Batho and Benisti, and should do likewise shortly
regarding the bill presented by Senators Detraigne and Escoffier.
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The CIL Data Privacy Correspondent: a key player

A booming new profession

As of end 2009, nearly 6,000 organisations had appointed a “Correspondant Informatique et
Libertés” (CIL, or Data Protection Correspondent or Officer), a high number attesting that,
four years after the Decree authorising the appointment of CILs came into force, this new
function tends to become widely accepted in our professional landscape. The function has
now become a known and renowned profession. The Conseil National des Barreaux (National
Bar Council) has actually amended its rules of procedure to facilitate the practice of the
function by lawyers. Similarly, a number of qualifying curricula have emerged to train
applicants on the duties of CILs.

An initial review has revealed that the Data Protection Officer concept has primarily attracted
private enterprises: out of the 6,000 organisations who appointed a CIL, over 90% are
private sector companies. They include both large multinationals such as Michelin, Safran,
Thalès or Vinci, and SMEs from all business sectors.

Yet the benefits of having a CIL in house are just as important for public administrations and
this is why the CNIL has boosted its communication and awareness effort with local
authorities and public administrations. Thus, the Commission has signed a partnership
agreement with the Meurthe-et-Moselle Association of Mayors designed among other to
develop educational initiatives with elected officials and local government employees. The
goal is to extend this initiative to other “Départements” and Regions.

A technical, ethical and competitive edge

The reasons why organisations appoint Data Protection correspondents have evolved over the
years. Initially, the first motivation was the possibility of enjoying lighter obligations related
to prior formalities for ordinary and common data processing. The existence of a CIL officer
meant that data processing identified as sensitive by law were solely subject to authorisations
and required formalities.

From now on, five new arguments have been added as good reasons to appoint a Data
Protection Officer:

1. A vector of legal security
The CIL can guarantee the organisation’s compliance with the data privacy law. Such
management of legal risks is all the more important that some breaches of the Informatique et
Libertés law are subject to criminal sanctions.

2. Assurance of personalised access to CNIL services
CILs have access to the following services:

- training workshops on 8 different topics (data security, biometrics, HR, etc.);
- dedicated telephone helpline and electronic address to get fast and personalised replies

to their requests for advice;
- extranet with tools for their exclusive use;
- investigation progress tracking on their requests to CNIL (letters, opinions,

complaints, etc.).
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3. A source of data security
Among their duties, CILs must ensure all useful precautions to preserve data security, and in
particular, prevent any distortion or damage to the data or access by unauthorised persons.

4. Evidence of a responsible and ethical commitment
Appointing a Data Protection Officer attests to the organisation’s commitment in favour of
privacy and individual rights of the data subjects.

5. A tool to leverage the value of IT assets
By ensuring the reliability of the data processed, CILs also guarantee the possibility for the
organisation to sell, transfer or lease its data files in full compliance with the Informatique et
Libertés law.

A secure future?

In view of the large number of organisations who have already appointed a CIL officer, the
assessment to date can be regarded as positive, an analysis actually comforted by the bill
presented by Senators Détraigne and Escoffier “intended to better guarantee the right to
privacy in the digital age”, which among other proposes to make the CIL function mandatory.

This obligation would however rely on criteria designed not to jeopardise small-size
companies or local authorities who rarely process sensitive data (in the sense of the
Informatique et Libertés law), apart from not always having sufficient human or financial
resources to appoint their own CIL.

The obligation would apply to organisations processing personal data to which more than 50
persons have direct access or are involved in the processing.

Should this bill be voted, the philosophy of the current data privacy law (Informatique et
Libertés) would end up being modified. The a priori check conducted by the CNIL when
investigating notifications of process would be further reduced in counterpart for greater
guidance and training of CIL officers.

ZOOM ON THE CIL EXTRANET

In the summer 2009, the CNIL launched an extranet exclusively dedicated to CIL data
protection correspondents. CILs are assigned a personal identifier and password to log on the
extranet from the web site homepage on www.cnil.fr and access this new on-line service,
offering in particular the following functionalities:

- discussion fora for exchanges between the CIL and the CNIL;
- practical tools, e.g. specimen letters, technical files, FAQs, etc.;
- CIL directory designed to federate the CIL community and generate networking.

This initiative attests to the CNIL’s determination to provide ever better guidance and to foster
the extensive appointment of CIL officers.

http://www.cnil.fr/
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Facts & figures about CILs

 23 training sessions conducted in 2009
 1,466 CIL correspondents representing 6,000 organisations
 350 participants
 1,700 requests for advice
 3,600 incoming calls annually
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VERIFY/SANCTION
Verifying

The year 2009 confirmed the growing importance of verifications in the context of the
CNIL’s mission, both in terms of number of checks and increasing diversity of sectors subject
to audits. The CNIL established new auditing procedures in line with changes in the judicial
doctrine linked to its activities.

Numbers are impressive to begin with: 270 audits conducted in 2009, i.e. an increase of
nearly 24%. The steady increase in the number of audits is not a novel phenomenon, but
attests to the CNIL’s determination to work fully in line with the philosophy of the 2004 law
affording priority to in-situ inspections of data files to protect the privacy of data subjects.

The graph below shows the growing number of verifications conducted by the CNIL:

As previously announced, the CNIL conducted inspections across the entire French territory
in order to check for appropriate enforcement of the data privacy law by data controllers
wherever they are located, efforts illustrated by the map below.
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Geographic breakdown of verifications since 2005

The origin and diversity of topics verified underline once again the generalist scope of
competence of a data protection authority like the CNIL.

A significant portion of the 2009 verifications were conducted in line with the 2009 annual
audit programme (31% of all verifications) adopted by the plenary CNIL assembly, which
was largely fulfilled. Thus, over 40 audits were carried out in the context of the revised
recommendation on recruitment, in French multinational companies, foreign recruitment
agencies or small businesses entering the contract labour market.

The audit of the data file on individuals wanted for arrest (FPR) kept by the Ministry of the
Interior should be completed shortly, leading the Commission to check all kinds of
organisations likely to query this file: police stations (“commissariats”), Gendarmerie
brigades, city halls, Préfectures, etc.

Contactless transport ticketing systems used throughout France remained under the CNIL’s
constant scrutiny, with multiple checks in this sector. In addition, a number of companies
using so-called “ethnic marketing” techniques were also audited to check on their collection
of sometimes sensitive personal data.

The few topics not addressed in 2009 (e.g. pay-as-you-drive systems offered by automobile
insurance companies, the GAM system at the Ministry of Justice, etc.) will be audited in
2010.

The second group of verifications conducted in 2009 concerned on-site inspections based on
complaints received by the CNIL: 25% of the audits conducted were thus decided as part
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of complaint investigations to assess the validity of the complainant’s information supplied
to the CNIL.

Other verifications (11%) were decided to check compliance with commitments taken
following an official notice to comply issued by the CNIL Sanction Select Committee
against an organisation failing to comply with the provisions of the law.

The remaining verifications (33%) cover a variety of topics: response to issues reported to the
CNIL (e.g. audit of a data file excluding some farmers from selling to a hypermarket),
verification of prior formalities to be filed with the CNIL, inspections of biometric or
geolocation systems. The CNIL also took a close look at legal compliance by some bailiff
firms in charge of collecting fines on behalf of the Public Treasury.

The past year was also highlighted by two decisions adopted by the Council of State
(Conseil d’État) on 6 November 2009, who judged that managers in charge of sites audited
by the CNIL had to be previously informed of their right to object to such audit.

Based on these rulings, the CNIL has modified its on-site inspection practices: from now on,
the organisations to be inspected are systematically and formally informed of their rights. In
the event of an objection against the inspection, the CNIL will refer the matter to the courts to
petition for a court order authorising the Commission to proceed with the inspection.

The CNIL has approached the Ministry of Justice to look at a revision of the Informatique et
Libertés law that would enable the CNIL Chairman to obtain a pre-inspection court-ordered
authorisation.

In any case, the potential litigation liable to arise from the audit findings can explain why only
22% of the verifications conducted in 2009 needed to be investigated by the Sanction
Committee.
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Sanctioning

The number of procedures investigated by the CNIL’s Sanction Select Committee had been
expected to grow at a double-digit pace, as had been the case in previous years. However, the
previously mentioned decisions adopted by the Council of State on 6 November 2009,
challenging the Commission’s auditing procedures, have led to the postponement or even
cancellation of several dozens of sanctions that could not be ordered. In terms of volume, the
number of formal notices to comply therefore remains lower than in 2008 (90 vs. 126),
similarly to the number of sanctioning procedures (10 vs. 13).

The Sanction Select Committee has nevertheless continued to work at a steady pace, with a
high number of notices to comply issued, and the number of closed cases remaining virtually
identical to 2008. The year 2009 was also highlighted by the first-time implementation of the
emergency procedures provided by the law, i.e. on the one hand an 8-day formal notice to
comply sent to an organisation to remedy its breach of the law, and on the other hand the
issuance of an injunction to interrupt the data processing in the event of a major security fault
being detected.

The business sectors concerned by the cases reviewed by the CNIL Select Committee have
remained identical over the past three years, namely retail and service providers, telephone
and internet industries. Abusive marketing solicitations and improper customer file
management (denial of access and objection rights) still generate the highest number of
complaints. It should also be noted that the public sector (government administrations and
local authorities) accounted for over 10% of all procedures initiated by the Sanction
Committee in 2009.

Typology of main business sectors reviewed by the Sanction Committee in 2009
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Public transit operator in Rennes sanctioned for its restrictions on the anonymous smart
pass
After noting real obstacles to the subscription of anonymous passes for the public transit
system in the city of Rennes, the CNIL issued an official notice to comply against the
transport operator, Keolis Rennes, in January 2009. It was only possible to “recharge” the
anonymous smart card with single tickets (no subscription), meaning that the anonymous pass
was costing between 2.5 and 4 times more than the account-based pass. In addition,
insufficient information provided by the company failed to allow for an equivalent promotion
of the two types of passes (anonymous and account-based): on the audit date, only 53
anonymous passes had been sold versus 186,650 authenticated account-based passes. The
CNIL Sanction Committee considered that respect for privacy and people’s freedom to come
and go anonymously implied that passengers should be offered a real choice between
anonymous or authenticated travel passes, which presupposes that both options should be
marketed equivalently. Concurrently, the Commission issued an official notice for the
company to remedy this inadequacy and the measures adopted should come into force shortly.

CNIL cleans up the practices of online “real estate ads brokers”
Real estate ads brokers compile the personal ads published on Internet by private individuals
for subsequent resale to other marketing professionals, primarily real estate agencies. After
ordering a €40,000 fine against the company DIRECTANNONCES, the CNIL will now be
keeping a close watch to ensure that real estate ads brokers enable individuals to object to the
resale and publication of their personal ads.

No video-surveillance of employees
In April 2009, the CNIL Select Committee ordered a €10,000 fine as sanction against the
ready-to-wear company JEAN-MARC-PHILIPPE. It was found that their video-surveillance
system failed to comply with the Informatique et Libertés law, as it was placing employees
under constant surveillance under the pretext of preventing in-house theft.

F score for a rating site
The Palmares.com web site was offering users the possibility of rating lawyers, doctors,
entrepreneurs or public personalities like football players or politicians. The web site raised

Typology of main cases reviewed by the Sanction Committee in 2009
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similar problems under the privacy law, namely a lack of information to the concerned
professionals regarding their rights, along with issues of unfair data collection. Following a
formal notice to comply with the law, Servtel, the palmares.com site publisher, informed the
Commission that it was shutting down this activity. In addition, the Note2bib web site,
initially intended to rate physicians, also ceased all activities just a few days after its launch,
once the site designers quickly realized that their site was unlawful under the data protection
legislation.
Other professional rating sites such as Note2be or Note2bib are now dormant after receiving
formal notices to comply from the CNIL. Nevertheless, new sites of this type regularly appear
on Internet, forcing the CNIL Sanction Committee to remain extremely vigilant on the
subject.

Bailiffs lacking discipline
A CNIL audit has revealed a major data security fault in the records of a Paris bailiff
consortium in charge of collecting unpaid fines. It was possible for anyone to access this data
file on Internet and find out the names of their clients along with the amount of the fines to be
collected. The firm failed to respond upon CNIL’s notification, leading the Commission to
initiate in April 2009 and for the first time a procedure of processing interruption pending the
implementation of remedy measures to guarantee data security. The bailiff consortium ended
up correcting the security fault within the legally prescribed 2-week deadline.

Last July in Montpellier, two bailiff offices were subject to a €10,000 file pronounced as
sanction for failing to stop recording contentious comments about their debtors. Numerous
comments had been discovered in their files, related to the health or police records of the data
subjects.

Bad track-records!
 “violent hysterical old man”
 “complete idiot”
 “sick from cancer with metastases
 “frequent stays in jail for drug problems
 “known as an alcoholic”
 “lives in a shack”
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The main breaches of the 6 January 1978 Privacy Act are somewhat different from 2008. In
2009, the lack of or non-compliance with prior formalities grew sharply, involving one third
of all procedures initiated.
While issues linked to information provided to data subjects and exercise of their rights of
access, rectification and objection remain at a high level, the number of cases of data
disclosure to unauthorised third parties has also increased.
Data controllers must therefore increase their vigilance on third-party disclosures. The
proportion of other types of breaches of the law found in 2009 remained essentially similar to
previous years.
Three appeals were filed in 2009 by sanctioned organisations against decisions adopted by the
CNIL Sanction Select Committee. The two previously mentioned decisions issued by the
Council of State ended up challenging all the procedures initiated by the Sanction Committee
in 2009, on ground of “flawed audits”, i.e. around one hundred procedures.

Facts & figures about the Sanction Select Committee

 91 formal notices to comply
 5 fines for a total amount of €75,000
 4 warnings

Typology of main substantial failures found by the Sanction Select Committee in 2009
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ANTICIPATE
CNIL supports technology developments to ensure privacy
protection

The CNIL provides support to enterprises and public authorities from the onset of IT system
design. In its roles as advisor and reviewer of prior formalities, the Commission may find it
necessary to encourage enterprises or public authorities to modify their information systems,
use alternative technologies or plan for mechanisms guaranteeing personal data protection.
Below are a few examples.

In the health care sector, the CNIL is a member of the steering committee in charge of
establishing a new “health care identifier” intended to become the cornerstone of the future
“Personal Medical Record” (Dossier Médical Personnel, DMP). It also sits on the RGI
committee in charge of the General Interoperability Model, or Référentiel Général
d’Interopérabilité, published on 12 June 2009, a reference framework of guidelines listing the
regulations and standards fostering interoperability within and between public administration
IT systems.

Further to studies conducted last year on biometric devices based on finger vein pattern
recognition (VPR), a biometric technology regarded as “traceless”, the CNIL adopted a single
authorisation system for such devices in May 2009.

Verifications
In an effort to reconcile technological developments and privacy protection, the CNIL has
verified several processes using new technologies for purposes of marketing, in particular
under its 2009 annual audit plan. The Commission thus checked the digital advertising
displays installed by the advertising department of the Paris public transit authority
(Transports Parisiens Métrobus). The displays broadcast ads and measure the audience of the
commercials displayed. The CNIL judged that the system involved the processing of personal
data subject to the Informatique et Libertés privacy law: even though the IT system retains
only statistical data, these statistics are however collected from recorded images of people’s
faces and therefore constitute data of a personal nature.

The digital displays now count only the number of people who look at the display screen.
However, should the system evolve towards a “video-analysis” of the viewers’ personal
characteristics (e.g. gender, age, size, etc.), then the Commission would investigate the
legitimacy of the purpose of any such new data processing. It would then review also the
relevance of the data collected and the possibilities allowed to individuals to exercise their
right to object.

In addition, the CNIL verified some Bluetooth-based devices used to send off marketing ads
or public information to mobile telephones. These audits were intended to ensure that security
measures were implemented and that this type of marketing offers or information was sent
only to individuals interested in such information. This would be the case for instance when
the cell phone must be presented a few inches away from a dedicated terminal to receive the
information, thereby expressing the individual’s consent.
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Questions to
Dominique Richard
Consultant
Commissioner in charge of “Cultural & Sports Affairs”

How is the CNIL affected by anti-doping activities?
Anti-doping measures require the compilation of various files recording multiple data about
the athletes (location of top athletes, results of blood and urine analyses, sanctions issued
against cheaters, etc.). Fuelling these files in turn requires the processing of personal data, and
is therefore subject to the Informatique et Libertés data protection law.

Why are athletes “tracked”?
In order to enhance the efficiency of anti-doping measures, it was found necessary to conduct
unannounced controls; and this is possible only if control officers can locate the athletes at all
times of the day, even outside the context of competitions. To this purpose the French Anti-
Doping Agency (Agence Française de Lutte contre le Dopage, AFLD) requires athletes to
report their whereabouts and calendar three months ahead of time.
Only top level athletes are subject to the whereabouts reporting obligation and any refusal to
submit to the tests may lead to sanctions. For instance, an athlete who refuses to supply
information about his/her whereabouts may be excluded from the next competitions.

What practical role does the CNIL play in this system?
The CNIL scrutinises the conditions of file processing and usage to ensure in particular that
the rights of the data subjects under the data protection law are respected, and that the data
security and confidentiality measures are appropriate and efficient.
Following complaints filed by professional athletes unions, the CNIL created a working
commission on the topic, conducted numerous hearings and issued recommendations to the
stakeholders in order to inform them of their rights and obligations.
In addition, in view of the global database compiled in Canada containing personal data on
top level athletes, the CNIL also intervened with the Article 29 Working Party of European
Data Protection agencies in an effort to harmonise the regulations linked to the anti-doping
records. The G29 ultimately issued a “reserved opinion” regarding the conditions of data
transfers outside the European Union.
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Harmonisation and standardisation

In 2008, the CNIL had joined the GC SSI (Groupe de la coordination de la sécurité des
systèmes d’information), the IS Security Coordination Group in charge of standardising
information systems security at AFNOR (French Standards Agency), in the perspective of
being recognised as a vital stakeholder in the standardisation of some key areas related to data
protection. The GC SSI working group defines the French positions on draft ISO standards
(International Standards Organisation).

It is essential for the CNIL to be involved in this work to the extent that international
standards provide for the possibility to attest that organisations comply with a number of best
practices. Regarding the issue of data protection, the CNIL must therefore ensure that the
French and European privacy models are fully taken into consideration when defining these
international instruments.

ISO is currently developing draft standards related to privacy and personal data protection,
and has been working since 2005 on a draft standard called ISO 29100 “Privacy Framework”
defining common requirements and a joint terminology on privacy on an international scale.
This is intended as a founding document that could ultimately serve as a reference for other
standards.

Since the structure and principles of this draft standard were found to be less stringent and
frequently even contradicting the European standards, the CNIL Chairman mobilised the G29
and EU Commission in June 2009. The G29 rallied fully around this issue and the CNIL then
coordinated the drafting of special commentaries on the ISO draft standard, jointly with
European data protection agencies and with its industrial or institutional contacts at AFNOR.
Furthermore, Jacques Barrot, Vice President of the European Commission, has supported the
G29 initiative and the deferment of the ISO standard requested by EU data protection
agencies in order to ensure its conformity to European regulations.

In November 2009, a CNIL representative took part for the first time in one of the biannual
international meeting of the ISO working group in charge of defining this standard. Thus,
contributions from the CNIL and its G29 peers were taken on board to prepare a new draft to
be reviewed in late April 2010. The CNIL will continue to keep a close eye on the revised
draft standard via AFNOR and the G29. ISO has actually expressed its interest for the
contributions submitted by EU data protection agencies and its wish to liaise with the G29.

It has however been found necessary to improve the mechanism of watch, monitoring and
coordination of standards definition, in view of the high number of standards and
standardisation domains containing a privacy component.

At national level, the CNIL has collaborated with AFNOR and the State Secretary for
Prospective & Digital Economy Development on these issues.

At international level, ISO decided to form the Privacy Steering Committee (PSC) intended to
enhance the coordination of its privacy-related activities. Fully aware of the strategic and
overarching importance of this committee, the CNIL has received approval for one of its
representatives to be listed as a PSC expert. The PSC will hold its first meeting in February
2010.
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What is it about?

ISO
The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) is the world's largest developer and
publisher of International Standards.
ISO is a network of the national standards institutes from 163 countries, with a Central
Secretariat based in Geneva, Switzerland, coordinating the system. Member organisations
include both government institutions and private industry organisations. ISO standards and
certifications therefore have a strong influence within the private sector.

New biometric applications

What is it about?
Face recognition
Face recognition is a technology enabling an individual to be recognised by analysing their
facial features and comparing them with pre-recorded data. These devices may be used in
particular in some access control applications or to recognise a person from a photograph or a
video film. Under certain conditions, it is even technically possible to identify an individual in
a crowd from video-surveillance images. While this technology still remains embryonic, it is
important to understand its increasingly intrusive nature, since it could ultimately challenge
the freedom of individuals to come and go anonymously.

Vein pattern recognition (VPR)
The pattern formed by the venous network in a finger or the palm of the hand is specific to
each individual. This characteristic is now being used in biometric devices designed to
regulate physical or digital access.
Compared with fingerprint techniques, the CNIL considers that vein pattern recognition
presents the specific benefit of being a “traceless” technology: while we leave “traces” of our
fingerprints on anything we touch, no traces of our venous system are left behind. The use of
VPR thus reduces the risk of abuse or forgery.
Further to expert analyses conducted on the subject in 2008, the CNIL adopted in July 2009 a
system of single authorisation regarding finger VPR biometric devices used for purposes of
controlling access to the work place.
In addition, palm vein pattern recognition is also used for anti-fraud applications in school
examinations.

Questions to
Jean-François Carrez
Honorary Presiding Judge at Cour des Comptes (Administrative Court of Audit)
Commissioner in charge of “Education & Universities” sector

Why did GMAC decide to use a biometric device to fight fraud in school exams?
Because the institution is specifically at risk of exam fraud: GMAC is a US private testing
company administering a global examination called the GMAT, used for admission purposes
by major management and business schools like HEC or ESSEC in France or Harvard in the
USA, and therefore involving extremely high stakes for the test-takers. The test is organised
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worldwide and candidates from any nationality can sit for the exam in the examination centre
of their choice in any country. The GMAT is open to various fraud attempts, more specifically
the fraudulent substitution of real candidates by individuals bearing false identification
papers. Thus in 2004, GMAC had detected in several countries six persons who had sat for
the exam in lieu of at least 186 candidates, in spite of conventional access controls at the
entrance of examination centres. These individuals were actually “professional false
candidates” who were paid as much as $3000 as remuneration to take the exam in the stead of
real candidates. According to GMAC, this fraud phenomenon would appear to have been
growing considerably over the past few years.

Had the CNIL previously authorised the use of a biometric device for anti-exam fraud
purposes?
No, this is the first time that the CNIL has authorised this technology. Let me stress however
that the authorisation granted to GMAC in June 2009 does not mean in any way that the CNIL
is generally favourable to the use of centralised biometric databases to prevent exam fraud.

Then why did the CNIL grant GMAC an authorisation to use the system?
The CNIL granted this authorisation on the grounds of two main arguments. Firstly, due to the
very specific nature of this test, similar in nature to a “global examination” entailing high
risks of fraud, and where extremely strict controls are absolutely indispensable.
The second argument is linked to the type of biometric technology used: the proposed device
analyses an image of the palm vein pattern, a biometric technique that the CNIL calls
“traceless”. Unlike a facial photography or a fingerprint, it is not likely to be captured without
the knowledge and consent of the person concerned and therefore presents a limited risk of
identify theft.
GMAC officials have actually agreed to extend elsewhere the vein recognition device
authorised in France to replace their current fingerprinting collection system used since 2006
in the countries where the exam is administered.
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Brand new applications just released!
- For a handful of dollar, a new application downloadable to your Smartphone lets you find

out if your date has a good reputation or not: the application retrieves data from databases
fuelled by courts of law or US government agencies, and from public profiles on
Facebook, Twitter and MySpace. Just enter his or her name and you’ll know everything
you’ve always wanted to know about your future life partner!

- Wamiz: the new Facebook for animals is a social network for animal friends, with profiles
of pets and their masters.

- Seppukoo: an “antisocial network” offering “assistance to virtual suicide” via
deregistration for the Facebook disillusioned. The slogan claims “Impress your friends:
unsubscribe!”

- “Where’s baby’s security blanket?”: A new gadget consisting of two plastic boxes, one of
which is attached to the security blanket or teddy bear (or “doudou” in French). Just press
on the second box to locate the misplaced doudou. Each doudou has its own identifying
number that parents can register on the manufacturer’s web site.

- Google nosing into your power consumption: In the US, Google offers a connection
between your smart power meter and your computer via their search engine.

- Is there a life after death on Internet? The issue of access to the social network accounts of
a deceased person is at stake: social networking sites are proposing solutions to family
members wishing to access the contents published on line by their deceased relatives, or to
receive a CD-rom containing the e-mails of the deceased.

- Aka Aki: In a popular neighbourhood in Berlin, on a balmy spring afternoon, Thomas sits
in his usual pub and switches on his Smartphone with Internet connections. Within a
minute, he already knows every detail about the life of the girl sitting on his right, who is
also connected to the Aka Aki network.

- You are single and use the Vélib bicycle rental system in Paris? The Vélibataire web site
lets you meet potential dates via geolocation of other users of your Vélib bike parking
station!

- Please Rob Me: a web site that lets you know which homes are empty in your
neighbourhood so you can burglarise them more easily! Beyond the joke, this site reminds
us of the dangers of geolocation.

It happened near you
Employee surveillance
In Germany, the abridged medical records of over 600 Lidl employees were discovered in the
trash can of a petrol station. The records contained comments such as “wants a baby, failed
artificial insemination” or “surgery for benign tumour”. In the wake of this scandal, and
following the Group’s practices of systematic espionage of its employees by private
investigators, Lidl ended up dismissing its CEO.
The Chairman of Deutsche Bahn has resigned following disclosure of the rail company’s
undue surveillance on more than a thousand supervisors. In addition, it was discovered that
the bank accounts of the 173,000 employees were analysed and compared with the accounts
of the 80,000 companies partnering in the company’s anti-corruption policy.

British citizens under surveillance
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The British company Internet Eyes announced in October that it would provide the possibility
for volunteers to monitor a live CCTV feed from their PC and to report potential crimes. Site
members who spot and report crimes are rewarded with points to be converted into financial
rewards.
The British government has announced measures to fight against juvenile delinquency via
permanent monitoring of the 2,000 most problematic families, targeting ultimately a total of
20,000 homes. The homes are to be supervised 7 days a week and 24 hours a day via CCTV
surveillance to check whether children attend school, do their homework and go to bed on
time.
The British government also announced the creation of a database on the 11.3 million British
citizens responsible for child care, i.e. one adult out of four, planned in October: this involves
teachers, nurses, doctors, kindergarten aids, school principals as well as dentists.

Loss or resale of personal data
The Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO), the CNIL’s British equivalent, announced in
November 2009 the launch of an inquiry about the transfer of T-Mobile customers’ personal
data in the UK. Employees of the mobile operator allegedly sold data about thousands of their
subscribers to other competitors, primarily on contract expiry dates. The customers were
contacted by competing operators just before the end of their contracts with proposals to
switch mobile phone operator.

Biter bit
The loss of control over our personal data published on Internet is a concern for everyone,
including those who still pretend that web surfers control everything and that there is no risk
involved.
In November 2009, the executive officer of an Internet giant in charge of global data
protection in his company posted his irritation at having the information he published on his
blog being used against him in the context of legal prosecutions filed against him in Italy.
Later in December, the CEO of a major US social network ended up being a victim of the
changes in his own privacy policy: for some time, his personal photos were accessible for
viewing by everybody! Just like him, many internet users were caught unprepared by the new
privacy rules on that social network.
It makes it easy to understand why George Clooney declared last September: “I would rather
have a prostate exam on live television [...] than have a Facebook page.”
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CHALLENGES
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THE FUTURE OF PRIVACY

What future for privacy?

In May 2009, Jacques Barrot, Vice President of the European Commission, organised a
conference entitled “Personal Data: more uses, more protection”, attended by all major
data protection players. Following this event, Vice President Barrot launched a public
consultation process intended to collect input on the new challenges about personal data
protection and on needed improvements to the European Union legal framework.

The Article 29 Data Protection Working Party and the Working Party on Police &
Justice leveraged their experience and expertise to issue an opinion taking on board the
impact of the entry into force of the Lisbon Treaty on December 1 and reasserting their
support to the founding principles of the EU Directive, still applicable today.

The opinion presents proposals to upgrade existing tools and practices, expressing among
other the determination to develop pragmatic measures in favour of individuals via a better
understanding of their rights and the implementation of practical means of actions for
citizens to exercise such rights.

It also proposes to raise the issue of data protection in businesses to the rank of common
ethical corporate values shared by all data controllers in order to demonstrate their compliance
with applicable legal regulations (e.g. audits, assessment of impact on privacy, appointment of
data protection officers, etc.).

First step towards international standards

At the last International Conference of Data Protection and Privacy Commissioners held in
Madrid on 4 to 6 November 2009, representatives from nearly 80 data protection authorities,
among whom the CNIL, voted unanimously in favour of a resolution to establish
international standards on personal data and privacy protection.

This was an essential first step, long expected and hoped for both by organisations advocating
the protection of civil liberties and individual rights and by private enterprises alike.

A long march has now begun to reach a common definition of the legally binding value of
these principles. At this point, the public authorities in all countries concerned will have to
adopt measures to implement an international legal instrument valid under substantive law.

Accordingly, in early November, the CNIL Chairman forwarded this resolution to the French
Prime Minister, stressing that the only way to guarantee the free exercise of our fundamental
civil liberties in the future digital society is to take into account these fundamental principles
on the protection of personal data and privacy.
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Questions to
Georges de la Loyère
Member of the Social & Economic Council
Commissioner in charge of “International Affairs” sector

Could this first step towards international standards be qualified as historical?
Yes, because data protection authorities managed to define a corpus of common principles,
adapted to the technological developments. The Resolution adopted in Madrid defines major
guidelines on issues of data protection, states the rights to which individuals are entitled along
with the obligations of persons and organisations in charge of processing personal data. It also
specifies internal procedures to be implemented within private companies and public
administrations on a global scale.

What will be the next step for these international standards?
The G29 Working Party, of which the CNIL is a member, will pursue its efforts and look at
the second step of the process, i.e. the question of the legally binding value of international
standards, along with issues of applicable law and enforcement by data protection authorities.

How did the French government respond to the adoption of these standards and to
investigations on the revision of the European Directive?
Prime Minister François Fillon has told Alex Türk that he shares his concern to reassert on an
international scale the major principles governing data protection. He believes that such
investigations are necessary in view of the current developments in technologies, their inter-
operability and their globalisation. With the open support of the Prime Minister, we now need
to get organised together in order to progress on a practical framework for the application of
these standards.

Towards a Francophone approach to personal data protection

CNIL engaged in the promotion of a “Data Protection and Civil Liberties
culture” within the Francophone countries
The Francophone Association of Data Protection Authorities (AFAPDP), of which the CNIL
is Secretary General, is intended as a tool in the service of a political will focused on
modernity and human rights, in direct line with the commitments adopted by the Heads of
State and Government of the International Organisation of French-speaking Communities
(OIF, Organisation Internationale de la Francophonie, called for short The Francophony).

The path leading to recognition and enforcement of this right requires the implementation of a
virtuous cycle involving the following actions: raise the awareness of stakeholders by sharing
experiences, among other during regional conferences or at the OIF annual conference
dedicated to this issue in French-speaking countries; contribute to trigger decisions to define
appropriate legislation, via visits to the national authorities; publicise the international
reference texts; make experts and consultation instruments available during the law-making
phase; implicate and cooperate with newly established authorities; organise internships and
training sessions on best practices to enhance professional expertise.
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A tribune for the Francophone communities
In 2009, via the AFAPDP among other, the CNIL Chairman expressed his full commitment
to initiating and consolidating all initiatives fostering a positive momentum on this issue.
Backed by the OIF, AFAPDP organised the third Annual Francophone Conference of Data
Protection Commissioners held in Madrid in November 2009. This Conference provided a
unique tribune for the 30 delegations from Francophone states and international institutions to
raise awareness and share experiences with French-speaking countries who still have no
legislation on data protection and privacy, as well as an opportunity to initiate the
implementation of a partnership with the Ibero-American Data Protection Network.

Emergence of a “Francophone data protection area”
Faced with the emergence of a borderless digital world of new technologies, the French-
speaking world has fully recognized the urgency of developing a legal corpus of rules to
protect privacy and personal data across the planet. Thus all Francophone countries in the
northern hemisphere have now adopted a data protection law. Since 2004, this movement has
also intensified in southern countries, with Burkina Faso opening the way in 2008 with its
own data protection authority. Benin, Morocco, Mauritius, Senegal and Tunisia have followed
suit and adopted a data protection law, and have established or are currently establishing their
data protection authorities. Plans are also under review in many other Francophone countries,
like Egypt, Gabon or Madagascar.

The move towards a global recognition of the fundamental right to privacy has been
extending to other Francophone regions: thus the CNIL represented by its Vice-Chairwoman
Isabelle FALQUE-PIERROTIN took part, jointly with the AFAPDP, in the Regional
Conference on NIT Law held in November in Hanoi, Vietnam. The Conference was an ideal
opportunity to raise the awareness of Francophone countries in the region (Cambodia, Laos,
Thailand and Vietnam) on the necessity of implementing a legal framework of privacy
protection. Some of these countries already have projects underway to develop a data privacy
law.

Capacity building
The CNIL and the AFAPDP further intend to create a platform of exchange to facilitate
capacity building within the Francophone area, and various projects are currently being
implemented. In addition, the AFAPDP, in cooperation with and support from OIF, has
initiated an ambitious partnership on children privacy protection, and created a think-tank for
the development of an international legal instrument on data protection.

The AFAPDP also continues to collaborate with the Council of Europe, in particular to draft a
recommendation on profiling issues.

A programme of group internships will be implemented in 2010 for French-speaking experts
across the world to meet and exchange experiences and best practices on dedicated topics.

What is it about?
AFAPDP
The Francophone Association of Data Protection Authorities (AFAPDP) was created in 2007
(Chair from Quebec, Vice-Chairs from Burkina Faso and Switzerland, General Secretariat
managed by the CNIL)
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The voting members include data protection authorities, and observers include OIF and
representatives from States without any data protection authorities who wish to attend.

Its goal is to promote the universal right to personal data protection, via capacity building for
its members, to investigate new challenges, and provide expertise in support of law-making
initiatives and input on international standards.

légende photo de la Conférence francophone annuelle

Regional Conference on NIT Law, Hanoi, November 2009
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DATA EXCHANGES IN A
GLOBALISED ERA
What is it about?

BCR
BCR means “Binding Corporate Rules”. BCRs are internal corporate rules adopted by a
company and applicable to all its entities, containing key principles on personal data
processing and governing data transfers both within and outside the company, and both within
and outside the European Union.

For data transfers outside the EU, the BCRs are an alternative to the Safe Harbor regulations
(governing data transfers to the USA only) or to the European Commission’s Alternative
Standard Contractual Clauses for International Data Transfers. The BCRs are intended to
guarantee that a protection equivalent to that granted by the 1995 EU Directive is applied to
personal data transferred outside the European Union.

BCRs, an alternative to EU Standard Contractual Clauses

Faced with a growing number of data transfers, multinational companies are increasingly
recognising the Binding Corporate Rules as a true alternative to the EU Standard Contractual
Clauses for International Data Transfers to ensure adequate protection of the data transferred
outside the European Union. The BCRs constitute codes of conduct defining the internal
corporate policy on transfers of personal data outside the EU.

The CNIL, as rapporteur of the G29 BCR sub-group, is largely instrumental in the success
of the BCRs. The Article 29 Working Party has thus adopted several guidance documents to
create a corporate toolbox, highlighting the determining factors and mandatory criteria
required for BCRs to receive approval from data protection authorities (DPAs).

In addition, to simplify and speed up the efficient adoption of BCRs, a so-called mutual
recognition procedure was implemented, whereby BCRs reviewed by one European DPA are
automatically recognised as valid by other DPAs. By late 2009, 19 DPAs had officially
agreed to this procedure: Germany, Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Cyprus, Spain, France, UK,
Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Malta, Norway, Netherlands, Czech
Republic and Slovenia.

In 2009, the CNIL as coordinating authority had reviewed BCRs submitted by Sanofi
Aventis, Michelin and Safran, which have since then been recognised by all European DPAs
as providing sufficient guarantees to regulate data transfers outside the EU. The CNIL is also
currently coordinating the drafting of BCRs for 7 others multinationals. It is worth noting
that many industrial sectors are involved: pharmaceuticals, aeronautics, oil industry, shipping,
luxury sector, new technologies, banking & insurance.

In 2010, the CNIL should receive over ten new BCRs for review, in coordination with other
European data protection authorities.
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What is it about?

Discovery
“Discovery” or “pre-trial discovery” designates the US procedure that allows one party in a
litigation case to file a motion requiring the other party to turn over all information items at its
disposal (facts, actions, documents, etc.) that may be material to the resolution of the dispute
in the context of evidence search, even though such information might be unfavourable to the
party concerned.

Legal framework for Discovery procedures

The discovery procedure takes place during the pre-trial investigation phase in civil or
commercial lawsuits and is essential to any litigation cases in the USA. In the context of pre-
trial discovery, motions for companies to disclose information can cover a very broad scope
(in particular, they may involve e-mails from or to French employees) and any refusal to
comply may lead to an unfavourable court ruling. The CNIL has found that cases of data
transferred from France to the US court authorities under discovery procedures have
multiplied over the past few years.

In view of the circumstances, the Article 29 Working Party of European Data Protection
Agencies adopted a dedicated working document in February 2009 to which the CNIL made a
significant contribution. This G29 opinion was further extended with a CNIL
recommendation issued on 23 July 2009, intended to respond to pressing requests from
French companies implicated in litigation in the USA. The CNIL deliberation, acknowledged
for its practical nature, reaffirms the legal framework of these US motions, namely
compliance with the Informatique et Libertés law, the Hague Convention and the French
so-called “lock-up” law of 26 July 1968. This latter law concerns the disclosure of
documents or information of an economic, commercial or technical nature to foreign moral or
natural entities, and regulates the disclosure and transfer of data to foreign authorities. It
provides that “subject to international treaties or accords and to applicable laws and
regulations, all persons are prohibited from requesting, seeking or transferring, whether
verbally, in writing or in any other form, any documents or information of an economic,
commercial, industrial, financial or technical nature intended to serve as evidence in foreign
criminal or administrative litigation procedures”. Non-compliance with this provision of the
law is subject to a 6-month imprisonment sentence and/or a €18,000 fine.

The French Informatique et Libertés Law applies to pre-trial discovery procedures whenever
they involve processing or transfers of personal data. No specific “Discovery” notification is
however required since the data concerned were normally subject to prior notifications of
their main purposes (e.g. HR management etc.). International data flows must nevertheless be
notified to or authorised as needed by the CNIL.

Furthermore, the principles of personal data protection are applicable to discovery procedures:
legitimacy of the data processing and compliance with professional secrecy, proportionality of
data (screening of data at local level), data retention periods, security measures to be
implemented, respect for individuals’ rights and information, rules on the conditions of
international data transfers, etc.
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On the subject of international data transfers, the CNIL recommendation details
solutions both for data located in France and transferred to the USA, and in the event of
data previously transferred after prior authorisation but for another legitimate purpose.

The outsourcing boom

It is becoming increasingly frequent for companies to outsource some of their business
activities via sub-contractors. Outsourcing is called “offshoring” when it involves creating or
contracting a legal entity in another country: its purpose is then generally to seek cost cutting,
in particular reductions of tax, financial or labour costs. Offshoring is synonymous with
relocation if it involves the transfer abroad of a business activity previously located in
France. But who is responsible and accountable in such a business model? What falls under
the responsibility of the data recipients? How can such data transfers be regulated?

In view of this boom in offshoring, the CNIL decided to form a dedicated working group to
look at this issue from the perspective of personal data protection. Following hearings with
key market players (clients, providers, law firms...), a full report was presented to CNIL
members in order to assess the issues raised by outsourced data processing outside the EU and
propose solutions.

As regards relieving the congestion in the authorization system, the processing of data transfer
authorisation requests will be speeded up thanks the new procedure implemented following
the adoption of the Law of 12 May 2009 on Simplification and Clarification of Law and Legal
Procedures. The CNIL and its 17 Commissioners are now entitled to delegate the power of
authorisation to the Chair and Vice-Chair. Conversely, transfers involving sensitive data will
continue to be reviewed and authorised by the plenary assembly of Commissioners.

What is it about?

Cloud Computing
Cloud Computing refers to the use of the memory and computing capacity of networked
computers and servers scattered worldwide. Applications and data are no longer residing in
any given computer, but in a so-called “cloud” consisting of numerous interconnected distant
servers. From the standpoint of the French data privacy law, this concept raises a number of
issues linked to data security, qualification of the parties, applicable law, effective exercise of
individual rights, or legal control over international transfers of personal data.

Questions to
Didier Gasse
Master Councillor at the Cour des Comptes (Court of Audit)
Commissioner in charge of “Telecommunications & Internet” sector

Has the CNIL adopted an official position regarding Cloud Computing?
The CNIL is investigating the concept and its applications from the perspective of data
protection. Cloud computing raises a number of issues linked to the qualification of the
stakeholders (in particular, qualification of the Cloud Computing partner, i.e. data controller
or sub-contractor), applicable law, effective exercise of the data subjects’ rights (access,
rectification, deletion), control over personal data transfers and data security.
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The Commission intends to issue practical recommendations directed at the clients of Cloud
Computing service providers sometime in 2010.

What were the conclusions of the CNIL working group on outsourcing?
The working group has highlighted two needs: help companies qualify their roles and
responsibilities, and relieve the congestion in the CNIL authorisation system. Guidance
tools are currently being developed to those purposes and will shortly be made available to
companies.
Regarding qualification of the parties – data controllers or sub-contractors –, a set of tips was
developed as guidance to companies to address the question of roles and responsibilities. It is
intended as a practical toolbox to help qualify the parties involved and as guidance in the
effective application of the principles of personal data protection.

Has the G29 adopted a guidance document regarding outsourcing?
In 2009, the G29 began investigating the qualification and definitions of data controllers and
sub-contractors, key concepts in the overall issue of outsourcing. Similarly to what was done
in 2007 with the issuance of an opinion on the definition of personal data, a G29 sub-working
group has drafted a comprehensive opinion on these two fundamental concepts, containing a
series of case studies drawn from real situations.
The CNIL contributed extensively to this document that incorporates its own set of tips. The
draft opinion was officially approved by the G29 in February 2010.

Surveillance of travellers within Europe

“e-Borders” mechanism
Under a law voted in March 2006, the British Parliament adopted an electronic surveillance
system called “e-Borders” to reinforce border security. The system to be implemented in the
first half-year 2009 is intended initially to make it mandatory, subject to financial sanctions,
for airline companies to supply to the United Kingdom Borders Agency (UKBA) all personal
data on passengers and crew members travelling to the UK.

Ultimately, the e-Borders surveillance system should be applicable to all travellers, including
EU member states nationals, regardless of the means of transport used (ship, plane, train or
car). It also plans for collecting biometric data at the borders on all travellers entering the
British territory. Biometric data would be retained for 10 years in a central database, and
might be shared with other authorities as needed on a case by case basis.

This plan is raising serious issues of compliance with European law and fundamental
principles, in particular the principle of freedom of movement of European citizens provided
under the founding Treaties. Other EU countries could demand reciprocity and extend similar
measures at their own borders, which by definition would challenge the very existence of the
Schengen Convention. In addition, fair trade distortions could arise from any financial
sanctions ordered against carriers who would refuse to comply with the obligation of
disclosing the personal data in their possession to the British authorities.

The system also challenges compliance with the 1995 EU Directive on privacy and data
protection, to the extent that the list of data collected (a total of 69 categories, versus 19 in the
USA/EU PNR agreement on transfers of passenger data, or Passenger Name Record) and
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their retention period (10 years) would be much more extensive that what is currently required
by non-EU countries, without any due justification.

It should be noted that a report issued by the House of Commons on 5 December 2009 on the
e-Borders programme required the UK Borders Agencies to suspend the roll-out of the system
and to immediately initiate consultations on the issues linked to personal data protection.

The European Commission judged that, further to clarifications, commitments and assurances
provided by UKBA, the e-Borders system did not constitute a breach of the 1995 EU
Directive on personal data protection, nor of the 2004 Directive on freedom of movement and
residence on the territory of EU Member States for travellers and their families.
The EU Commission however found that major difficulties should be resolved regarding the
national legal foundations and the excessive retention period.

In view of the high stakes involved, the CNIL referred the matter to the French Prime
Minister and to several French and European MPs in December 2009 to share its serious
concerns on the subject and call their attention to the related legal problems. The CNIL thus
stressed the necessity to find a political agreement among the relevant governments in order
to authorise and organise such data transfers. The CNIL further asked Air France to suspend
any data transfers in the meantime.

EU draft Framework Decision on uses of passenger data for law
enforcement purposes (European PNR)
On 6 November 2007, the European Commission submitted a proposal for a Framework
Decision to the Council regarding the use of the Passenger Name Record (PNR) for law
enforcement purposes. The PNR data are used in the context of anti-terrorism and prevention
of terrorist offenses and other forms of major crimes. They are also used to define risk
indicators as a profiling technique.

The draft decision intends primarily to create an obligation for airline companies to collect
data on passengers travelling from or to any EU Member State and to submit them to the
competent authorities. The data collected by carriers would be forwarded to national
“Passenger Information Units” specifically created in each Member State to collect, analyse,
transfer to Member States and third countries, store and delete the data, and to assess the
related risks.

The data concerned are virtually identical to those covered under the July 2007 EU/USA PNR
agreement. They would be stored for a maximum retention period of 10 years overall (3 years
in the “active” base, and from 3 to 7 years in a so-called “passive” base). In principle, the data
would be forwarded according to a “push” (transfer by carriers), rather than a “pull” system
(direct access to the carriers’ databases by law enforcement authorities).

European data protection authorities initially expressed highly critical opinions on this
proposal, which was later discussed extensively by the EU Council. The EU Agency for
Fundamental Rights also issued a formal negative opinion regarding the text on 28 October
2008, and the EU Parliament voiced a sharply critical opinion on 20 November 2008.

An amended version of the draft Framework Decision incorporating guarantees on data
protection was later submitted to the Council’s multidisciplinary working party on organised
crime on 23 January 2009.
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However this revised draft still fails to gain any consensus among the Member State
delegations, in particular as regards the following topics: issue of inclusion or not of intra-EU
flights, possibility or not of collecting and using “sensitive” data, exact length of the data
retention period, specific conditions for transfer of the processed data to third countries.

French lawmakers have initiated in-depth investigations on the proposed European PNR. In
this context, the CNIL was heard on several occasions by the competent Commissions at the
National Assembly and the Senate.

The Senate voted a Resolution on the subject on 30 May 2009, and the Parliament followed
suit on 18 October 2009. Both Resolutions call among other for the following steps:

- delimit more strictly the purposes of the data processing for applications of prevention,
detection and sanction of serious criminal offenses;

- plan for additional guarantees to secure respect for the fundamental rights of data
subjects, and in particular the right to privacy and to the protection of personal data;

- provide for strict control, if not the complete prohibition, of the possibility for
competent authorities to process any sensitive data;

- reduce the length of the PNR data retention period;
- plan for tighter controls over the possibility of subsequent transfers to third countries.

The CNIL will continue to keep a close eye on future developments of this issue.
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HEALTH DATA: NECESSARY
PROTECTION
Hosting of healthcare data: accreditation of the first hosting centres

Following a two-year suspension, the ministerial accreditation procedure for healthcare
data hosting centres resumed on 2 February 2009. The CNIL issued an opinion on the
applicants’ files forwarded by the Ministry of Health, after checking that the hosting
centres applying for accreditation had indeed rolled out effective solutions to ensure
high level data security and full exercise of the patients’ rights.

In an era when the sharing of health data among a growing number of healthcare players is
acknowledged by all as contributing to improve both health care quality and cost control, the
development of “e-healthcare” systems is inevitable. Against this backdrop, the need to secure
personal health data deserves an utmost priority.

The accreditation procedure for personal health data hosting providers, instituted by the Law
of 4 May 2002 on the rights of patients, is intended to guarantee the security of personal
health data hosted by an organisation other than the healthcare professional or establishment
treating the patient.

The enforcement decree of 4 January 2006 organises the accreditation procedure, specifies the
certifying requirements and defines the contents of the application dossier.

The accreditation is delivered for a period of three years by the Minister of Health, whose
final decision is based on opinions issued by the CNIL and by the Ministry’s own
Accreditation Committee.

This specific prior procedure applies over and above the formalities linked to the Informatique
et Libertés law, all of which remain binding on the healthcare establishments, as controllers
responsible for automated personal data processing, who outsource the hosting of their
databases to accredited organisations.

Because of the cumbersome nature of the procedure and the high expected number of
certifying applications, the 30 January 2007 Law had deferred the accreditation procedure for
two years as of 2 February 2007, except for personal health record hosting, to give the
Committee time to develop the standards framework necessary to review the application
dossiers.

The standards, developed by the Agence des Systèmes d’Information Partagés de santé (ASIP
Santé, formerly called GIP-DMP) jointly with industry professionals, are designed to enable
self-assessments by the applicants and for efficient processing of the accreditation
applications. The CNIL was involved in defining the standards framework, and sits on the
Committee in charge of certifying the data hosting providers.

The Ministry of Health should be publishing its initial decisions in March 2010. Apart from
the accreditations granted in 2006 over the duration of the DMP experimentation (Dossier
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Médical Personnel or Personal Medical Record), the first accreditations will then start to be
delivered to healthcare data hosting providers at that time.

Timeframe for the DMP project
Numerous reports were released regarding the initial Personal Medical Record (DMP) project
management, providing guidelines to relaunch the programme. The key concept is to fit the
DMP project within a development strategy for healthcare information systems.

The new Agence des Systèmes d’Information de santé Partagés (ASIP, Agency for Shared
Healthcare Information Systems) combines the former GIP-DMP, GIP-CPS (healthcare
professional card) and the GMSIH interoperability department (Groupement pour la
modernisation du système d’information hospitalier). The ASIP is in charge of relaunching
the DMP project and more generally of “defining interoperability and security standards for
healthcare information systems”.

The Personal Medical Record project focuses on the concept of services delivered to users of
the healthcare system and to healthcare professionals. It should involve two separate phases:

 Step 1: 2009 to 2012
This is an experimental phase where the “core” patient file will be rolled out on a nationwide
scale and fuelled in particular by medical visits and hospitalisation reports. Concurrently, it
will specify the requirements for the development of shared information systems (consultation
with stakeholders, development of the CPS healthcare professional smart card in health
establishments, convergence between local projects, delivery of interoperability and security
standards).

 Step 2: starting in 2012
A single portal will be set up for comprehensive roll-out of the DMP project.
Law No.2009-879 of 21 July 2009 on hospital reform, patients, healthcare and local
authorities (called HPST Law) reaffirmed the optional nature of the Personal Medical Record
and deleted the sanction of lower NHS reimbursement for patients refusing access.

Questions to

Jean Massot
Honorary Section President at the Conseil d’État (Council of State)
Commissioner in charge of “Healthcare & Health Insurance” sector

What role does the CNIL play in the DMP mechanism?
As official data protection authority, the CNIL has contributed to all phases in the definition
and development of the Personal Medical Record project.
The Commission will still need to make recommendations about a number of texts governing
the general extension of the system (DMP Decree, Identifier Decree) and to authorise the
various phases of the project development. The CNIL has also issued reminders on several
occasions regarding the requirements necessary to finalise the project in its opinion.
Apart from the previously mentioned definition of a stable legal framework, it is necessary to
roll out effective and high-level security solutions in order to guarantee the effective exercise
of patients’ rights as provided by law. Upgrading the healthcare information systems will
therefore constitute a prerequisite to the continuation of this project.
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The CNIL keeps the effective exercise of patients’ rights under close scrutiny, in particular as
regards securing their explicit and express consent. In pursuance of the provisions of the Law
of 6 January 1978, patients must be given clear, comprehensive and prior information about
the purposes and functionalities of the DMP record.
Furthermore, the CNIL is pushing for a harmonisation of legal systems, and more specifically
of the conditions to obtain patients’ consent to open or access their various health files on
internet (pharmaceutical record, cancerology record, healthcare network record).
The CNIL is a member of the working group created in 2009 in charge of producing a “guide
of best practices” on obtaining patients’ consent and on the use of personal health data by
healthcare professionals.
A balance must be found to reconcile the needs of healthcare professionals and of the patients
whose involvement is indispensable. The CNIL can only be in favour of any reinforcement of
the ways and means conducive to an ongoing cooperation between the various stakeholders
on issues of electronic medical records and personal health data protection.

Anonymisation: a prerequisite for heath data access by private
health insurers

On 10 December 2009, the CNIL authorised the private health insurers Mutualité
Française, Axa-France and GROUPAMA to extend their experimental retrieval and
processing of anonymised health data shown on the electronic medical treatment forms
(feuille de soins électronique or FSE) filled out by physicians and used for patients’
reimbursement purposes.

In December 2009, the Commission authorised an extension of these trials for an additional
36 months after analysing the assessment reports supplied by the private health insurers who
had requested the continuation. The experiments are intended to enable the transfer of drug
codes as well as codes for optician products and services to supplemental health insurance
(SHI) providers. Access to these data shown on the electronic feuilles de soins can help SHI
providers to better identify the reimbursed treatments and thereby to simulate costs or offer
personalised coverage to their insureds, to fine-tune their reimbursement tariffs for specialty
medicines not reimbursed by the national health insurance system, and encourage their insureds
to engage in prevention measures. While the government policy currently tends to reduce the
reimbursed amount or remove a number of drugs and services from the NHS reimbursement list
on grounds of insufficient “medical efficacy”, such access by SHI providers has become even
more necessary since they wish to play a growing role in healthcare cost control.

In response to concerns that SHI providers should not have access to any data that might
identify the insureds while still enabling them to fine-tune their insurance benefits, the CNIL
has required that anonymisation rely on the use of a “black box”, i.e. a tamper-proof hardware
device to be audited by an independent organisation.

The CNIL also approved the use of a technical system proposed by the Ministry of Health
after consultation with insurance providers, that will enable the transfer of detailed data from
the electronic FSE medical treatment forms (feuilles de soins) to the servers of SHI providers
in the context of the SESAM Vitale smart card system. The solution defines the security rules
for exchanges of health data (from the FSE) between healthcare professionals and SHI
providers who have been given three years to upgrade their information systems in
compliance with the new system.
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The CNIL has thus authorised the three above-mentioned SHI providers (who requested it) to
continue their current experiments, while urging them to adopt in the meantime the new
common architecture proposed by the Ministry.

The audit by an independent organisation and upgrading of information systems in line with the
generic data routing system are prerequisites prior to any generalised extension. Upon expiry of
the 3-year period, the three SHI providers will have to submit a new request for authorisation
supported by proof of implementation of the new data routing architecture in their own
information systems.

The Commission nevertheless continues to push for the adoption of a law defining which
personal health data are authorised for transfer to SHI providers, along with appropriate
protection guarantees and requirements on data transfers.

The CNIL explains
Anonymisation

The CNIL may authorise the processing of sensitive data such as healthcare data provided that
they are subject, within a “short deadline”, to an anonymising process recognised as
compliant with the law.

For many years now, the CNIL has been recommending the use of anonymisation techniques,
in particular for statistics. These processes have thus been used in various areas such as public
health monitoring (e.g. mandatory declaration of AIDS), statistics on hospital activities
(PMSI), the national health insurance information system, or public transports (anonymous
analysis of passengers based on the NAVIGO pass in the Paris metropolitan area).

The CNIL checks healthcare data processing by insurers

When applying for bank loans, and mortgage loans in particular, borrowers are required to
subscribe insurance coverage to guarantee the repayment of their loan to the bank in case of
illness or death. These loan guarantee contracts are underwritten by insurance companies who
need to collect extensive health-related data about the loan applicants.

In view of the stakes involved in such data processing and the high number of data subjects
concerned, compliance with the Informatique et Libertés Law needs to be strictly enforced.
Accordingly, the CNIL has audited over 15 insurance companies, insurance brokers as well as
the “Joint Bureau of Group Insurance” (Bureau Commun d’assurances collectives / BCAC).

The CNIL’s findings revealed that insurance companies are not pooling or exchanging data on
personal health status. However, a number of major breaches of the data privacy law were
also found, in particular regarding issues of health data confidentiality, security or retention
time: these sensitive data are frequently accessible to a very large number of insurance
company staff (IT department, customer-care department, etc.). Furthermore, the records
containing health data are sometimes reviewed by departments outside the scope of
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responsibility and oversight of medical assessors. The in situ inspections also revealed a
general insufficiency of safety measures to protect health data, and in particular the lack of
any encryption. In addition, many insurance companies retain health data for an excessively
long time period, particularly data related to individuals they do not or no longer insure.
Lastly, whenever data subjects exercise their right of access, the data held by the insurer are
not always disclosed in their entirety.
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WORKERS UNDER SURVEILLANCE

Whistleblowing (or “ethical alerts” in France): Verdict by the Cour
de Cassation in favour of a restricted scope of application for the
single authorisation

In its Decree of 8 December 2009, the Social Chamber of the Cour de Cassation (French
Supreme Court) reasserted that ethical alerts (whistleblowing reports) authorised by the CNIL
under its Single Authorisation No.4 must be restricted to a limited scope of application.

In order to comply with the US Sarbanes Oxley Act, Dassault Systèmes has established a
“Code of Business Conduct” listing the rules of professional behaviour for their employees.
The Code includes among other a system of “ethical business alert” (whistleblowing)
enabling employees to report any observed failure to comply with rules of business conduct
via a dedicated electronic mail address. Prior to implementing this system, Dassault Système
had filed a notification of compliance with the CNIL Single Authorisation No.4.

When ruling on the dispute arising from the whistleblowing system, the Court of Cassation
issued a reminder that the scope of application of the Single Authorization must be restricted.
The Court clearly specified that any ethical alert (whistleblowing) system subject to an
obligation of compliance with the Single Authorisation must be limited purely to accounting,
financial and anti-corruption aspects.

Article 3 of the CNIL Single Authorisation No.4 provides for consideration of facts not
covered under this application scope but “jeopardising the vital interest of the organisation or
the physical or moral integrity of its employees”. The Court of Cassation specified in its
ruling that this Article 3 should not be interpreted as authorising any extension in the scope of
the purposes of whistleblowing systems other than provided by the single authorisation. Any
whistleblowing systems failing to strictly comply with the terms of the Single Authorisation
No.4 must be submitted to the CNIL for a specific authorization on a case by case basis.

The Court of Cassation further stressed the obligation for companies to inform the individuals
concerned in accordance with the provisions of the Informatique et Libertés Law. On this
latter point, the Decree reaffirms that “the information measures provided under the Law of 6
January 1978 as referred to in the Single Authorisation decision […] shall be clearly stated
in the document establishing the whistleblowing procedure”. In the Dassault case, such
information was incomplete on aspects of rights of access, rectification and objection by the
data subjects.

In 2010, the CNIL will conduct a number of hearings in the perspective of amending shortly
its Single Authorization in line with the verdict issued by the Court of Cassation and with the
findings from recent audits in several companies.
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What is it about?

Whistleblowing (or “Ethical Business Alert” in France)

A whistleblowing (“ethical alert” in France) procedure is a mechanism enabling employees to
report breaches of business ethics they have witnessed, i.e. ethical problems likely to seriously
jeopardise the business of the company or to give rise to issues of corporate liability.
It may involve for instance a special telephone “ethical hot line” or a dedicated e-mail
address. The reports (or “alerts”) thus collected are then verified confidentially by the
company, following which the employer can decide which remedies are appropriate in the
circumstances.

Is this mechanism mandatory?
In view of the multiple alert pathways already available in companies (management reporting
line, statutory auditors, audit or compliance departments, personnel representatives, labour
inspectors, etc.), such a whistleblowing (ethical alert) system can only be optional in the
companies. No employee may be sanctioned for refusing to use it.

The CNIL inspects the “inspectors”

A major focus of the Commission’s efforts concerns the labour sector and more specifically
the use of employee surveillance systems. A number of audits were thus conducted to assess
the conditions of implementation of CCTV surveillance devices, verify that information is
properly delivered to employees and check the non-intrusive nature of video-surveillance.

The CNIL also inspected the implementation of geolocation devices, the use of which has
been growing lately and involves a number of risks of derailment: constant “Big Brother-like”
scrutiny of employees driving company vehicles, legally prohibited collection of personal
data (traffic offenses) or employee tracking during authorised private uses of company
vehicles. The investigative missions carried out by the CNIL provided a way to check the
proper enforcement of its 12 March 2006 recommendation on the geolocation of employee
vehicles.

Numerous audits were conducted as well to investigate complaints filed by employees
claiming breaches of their rights under the data privacy law. As a general rule, the audits
revealed a failure to comply with the obligation to inform the data subjects and a lack of any
specified data retention period in the systems implemented.
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2010

Agenda
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LEARNING TO PROTECT YOUR
INTERNET IMAGE
Awareness initiatives

In 2010, the CNIL is planning a number of youth (12-16 year old) awareness initiatives to
encourage their adoption of best internet practices, in particular on the occasion the European
Privacy & Data Protection Day on January 28. Although targeting teenagers, these initiatives
will also be directed at parents, teachers and educators. The Commission will produce a
series of communication and educational material with case studies designed for use in the
classroom to address issues of Internet privacy in the form of workshops, reports or debates.

The primary goal is to develop children’s and teenagers’ awareness and sense of
responsibility on the contents they publish on the web, and encourage them to abstain from
posting anything that might be prejudicial to their image or the image of their “friends”.
Vigilance is essential from a very early age, particularly when posting information of a
political, sexual, medical or religious nature. Think about it twice before posting is the key
message, since once on line, it is extremely difficult to remove any data that may define a
long-lasting digital identity. The CNIL offers practical advice to take advantage of the
benefits of Internet without jeopardising your privacy.

The CNIL is a member of the “Internet Without Fear Youth Panel” (Internet Sans Crainte)
scientific council and in 2010 will bolster its partnership with the Panel in an effort to pool
additional resources and expertise.

The CNIL on social networks

In 2010, the CNIL plans to open accounts on Twitter, Facebook and Dailymotion to share
practical advice on using social networking sites while protecting one’s privacy.

jeunes.cnil.fr Web site

A revamped version of the jeunes.cnil.fr web site will be put on line. The CNIL site dedicated
to the young public will incorporate all tools and materials developed for the European
Privacy & Data Protection Day or for the “Safer Internet Day” on 9 February 2010.
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LABEL CERTIFICATION
For several years now, the general trend has been to address issues of data protection from the
perspective of legal regulations. The new label certification approach presupposes on the one
hand the existence of reference standards, and on the other hand of instruments such as
quality labels designed to verify and certify their proper application.

Under the Law of 6 August 2004, the CNIL was entrusted with the specific task of evaluating
technologies and supporting corporate economic growth, with powers granted to deliver
quality labels to products or processes respecting privacy rules.

The Law of 12 May 2009 on Simplification and Clarification of Law and Legal Procedures
authorises the CNIL to call on independent experts to assess the products and processes
applying for the label certification, whenever justified by complex evaluations. The label
award procedure may be defined under the Commission’s own rules of procedure.

The label award power granted to the CNIL, though not yet implemented, constitutes a real
opportunity for the CNIL to position itself as a benchmark in the institutional and economic
landscape. It will turn the CNIL into a genuine economic regulator, with the ability to orient
the market towards the most privacy-protective solutions and incite companies to comply with
the principles of the Informatique et Libertés Law.

Trust and security are the cornerstones for the development of new technologies: their
acceptance and harmonious extension can only be secured if appropriate guarantees are
provided on individual fundamental rights and personal data protection in particular. For users
or customers, a certification label constitutes a selection criterion since it involves both a
guarantee of quality and clear information. The quality argument linked to compliance with
legal data protection principles also represents a genuine competitive asset for companies who
can thus stand apart from the competition.

2010 should be a milestone in the implementation of this label award power, with the CNIL
assembling the necessary elements to start awarding the first labels by 2011. It will be
necessary among other to define the evaluation standards, build a viable business model for
the process and adapt the internal rules of procedure.
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GEOLOCATION OF PRIVATE
VEHICLES
On-board geolocation devices
Since 2005, the CNIL has kept a close watch on experimental geolocation devices used to
calculate insurance premiums, and other data processing systems relying on the geolocation of
private vehicles installed by insurers and carmakers. The Commission intends to draft a
recommendation on the subject in 2010, in an effort to provide professionals with practical
solutions to their questions.

Devices designed to adjust insurance premiums, often called Pay As You Drive (or PAYD),
are not intended specifically for purposes of geolocation, but use the technique to check the
mileage, driving time, driving periods and speed of the insured vehicles.

The future recommendation should specify that such devices must not be used to process
traffic offenses, and that data on average driving speed alone may be collected, should the
insurers find this information relevant.

In addition, the Commission is extremely vigilant about information delivered to the data
subjects, since the premium calculation devices cannot be deactivated. The lawfulness of
PAYD systems relies therefore solely on the informed consent of the individuals concerned
and on prior information given to the vehicle drivers, which raises the issue of proper
information delivered not only to the usual insured driver but also to other potential drivers of
the vehicle.

Aside from potential security measures to be implemented, the CNIL should also recommend
the deletion of geolocation data as soon as the data necessary to calculate the insurance
premium have been collected or processed. This is a prerequisite for PAYD devices to be
regarded as legally acceptable in terms of privacy protection.

Between 2006 and 2008, a number of insurance companies have experimented geolocation
devices to calculate the insurance premiums of their customers, or offer services of
emergency calls and/or anti-theft systems. Because of the current general extension of these
devices, the CNIL will be conducting inspection audits of insurance providers in 2010 to
check for compliance with the principle of free and anonymous movement, in particular via
verifications of the types of data processed by insurers and their retention period.

Emergency “e-call”
In addition to or independently from PAYD, other services are frequently offered by insurers,
such as vehicle surveillance, vehicle tracking in the event of a theft or emergency “e-call”.
Carmakers have adopted a similar approach, leveraging the growing computerisation of
vehicles to offer some of these devices as optional or standard equipment. Unlike PAYD,
these services do not use geolocation only as a side function, since geolocation is precisely the
end purpose of the data processing.
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Anti-theft systems should not, among other, enable owners of stolen vehicles to have access
to the data stored by the devices in order to prevent any temptation to take the law into their
own hand. Furthermore, the Commission considers that these devices require the systematic
incorporation of an alarm confirmation/clearance system.

Regarding “e-call” devices, the emergency purpose should be clearly defined to prevent any
diversion of their end purpose: i.e. geolocation data should not be reused for any purpose
other than dispatching help to the accident location as quickly as possible. The data retention
period should therefore be restricted. In addition, the system must provide for clear prior
information of individuals, as well as restricted access to the data.

In 2006, in the context of the future European 112 emergency eCall number, and in the
absence of any related legal obligation, the G29 Working Party recommended the installation
of an instant deactivation device, on two grounds: the possibility to withdraw consent must be
provided at all times, and a large number of people may not wish to use the system in view of
the risks to privacy; furthermore, while a device without deactivation might be justified for
the vital interest of individuals, the eCall system is nevertheless liable to continue operating
even when vital interest is not at stake, i.e. without necessity for emergency services to
intervene.

After several years of installation, the CNIL has found that privacy-related risks are limited,
since the data collected are transferred only in the event of an accident (or incident) or
voluntary connection. Accordingly, the Commission considers that installing an instant
deactivation system in vehicles equipped with an e-call device should not be mandatory,
provided the device has been acquired willingly and in full knowledge of the vehicle owner.
The vehicle owner must also commit to informing any other potential drivers of the vehicle
about this equipment. Lastly, in terms of legal security, issues linked to the burden of proof
are likely to arise in the event of damages caused by an accident not signalled by the e-call
system.

All of these issues will shortly be compiled into a CNIL recommendation.
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POLITICAL COMMUNICATION IN
THE ERA OF NEW TECHNOLOGIES
In order to publicise their ideas and promote themselves, political parties, elected officials and
election candidates have for a long time been content to use postal mass mailings, leaflet
handouts or attendance to events of all kinds.

Over the past few years, they have however adapted to multiple technology breakthroughs,
leading them to reinvent the art of political communication. The latest electoral campaigns in
France (May 2007 presidential election and June 2009 European Parliament elections) and
most of all in the US (November 2008 presidential election) have seen the emergence of
heretofore unknown campaigning practices in the political arena.

While some politicians swarm the web with on-line videos, participation in social networks,
discussion fora and blogs, others have opted to develop novel “one-to-one” communication
channels via SMS or Bluetooth push e-mails. Many political parties and candidates no longer
hesitate in using several communication methods, thereby hoping to improve their chance to
reach potential voters.

Such new practices can however engender a lack of understanding by the recipients of
communication messages, and raise new questions from the legal perspective of privacy and
data protection. Due to the specific nature of political communication activities and to their
use of particularly intrusive technologies, the CNIL is keeping a close attention on the
guarantees that should be provided to protect the individual rights and liberties of persons
whose data are collected and processed.

Back on 5 October 2006 already, the CNIL had adopted a recommendation regarding personal
data processing by political parties, elected officials and electoral candidates. Among other,
this recommendation gave an updated status of the requirements for organising political
communication operations.

The CNIL keeps in regular contact with politicians to remind them about good practices on
the subject, and about the requirement to inform individuals of the political purpose of their
data processing, of their right to object to their personal data being used for purposes of
political communication, or of the fact that only those individuals who have given their
express consent may be canvassed electronically.

The CNIL is considering holding new hearings on the subject in order to update its 2006
recommendation.
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MEASURING DIVERSITY

Participation in COMEDD

The Committee for the Measurement and Evaluation of Diversity and Discrimination
(COMEDD) was established in March 2009 by Yazid Sabeg, State High Commissioner for
Diversity & Equal Opportunities. The COMEDD presided by François Héran, former director
of INED (Institut national d’études démographiques), comprises nearly thirty experts
(statisticians, researchers, sociologists, trade unionists, associations). On this complex and
controversial issue, the Committee was entrusted with the task of inventorying current
measuring methods used to assess ethnic discrimination, identifying those that might help
administrations and enterprises to combat such discrimination, and clarifying the exiting legal
framework. The COMEDD will be publishing its report in early 2010.

Questions to…..

Marie-Hélène Mitjavile
Councillor at the Conseil d’État (Council of State)
Commissioner in charge of “Research & Statistics” sector

You represented the CNIL at the COMEDD. Why was the CNIL involved in the work of
this committee?
Studies and surveys designed to measure diversity and discrimination often require collecting
and processing personal data. Such data files are therefore subject to the CNIL’s oversight.
As early as 2005, the Commission had already published a first series of recommendations on
anti-discrimination and diversity assessments in the field of employment, in view of the
sensitive nature of such studies. In May 2007, the CNIL extended its investigations and
published a further ten recommendations intended to improve the development of statistical
tools designed to measure diversity while guaranteeing data protection, data confidentiality
and respect for individual rights.

What messages did the CNIL convey?
In line with frequent reminders from the CNIL, I stressed that processing sensitive data on
ethnic origin is possible under established law provided it is done in such way as to guarantee
data protection and confidentiality, and respect for individual rights. I also highlighted the
recommendations issued by the CNIL in 2007, and in particular the recommendation to
introduce information about the nationality and country of birth of parents in the annual
population census and in major public statistical surveys, or the recommendation intended to
facilitate researchers’ access to INSEE data (French national statistics institute).
Lastly, I reminded the Committee about the CNIL’s strong reservations on the creation of an
ethnic and racial record, and reasserted the principle that no information from statistical
surveys should ever under any circumstances be incorporated into management files. The
findings and recommendations to be drafted by the COMEDD should prove very useful in a
context where everyone agrees on the need to fight discrimination, but without any real
consensus on the tools to be used or ways to proceed.
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GOOD TO KNOW

SENSITIVE DATA: WHAT DOES THE LAW SAY?

Under the terms of Article 8 of the Informatique et Libertés Law, “personal data that reveal,
directly or indirectly, the racial and ethnic origins, the political, philosophical, religious
opinions or trade union affiliation of persons, or which concern their health or sexual life”
are regarded as sensitive data and therefore subject to special protection.
Processing of such data is prohibited, except in the event of waivers provided by the Law,
e.g.:
- statistical processing carried out by the National Institute of Statistics & Economic Studies

(INSEE) or by statistical departments in Ministries, and authorised by the CNIL
- the data subject has granted express consent and a processing notification has been filed

with the CNIL;
- the survey is in the public interest and has been authorised by the CNIL.
Personal address, nationality and birth place are not regarded as “sensitive” data by the CNIL
in the sense of Article 8: information about the birth place of an individual in particular is part
of the Civil Registry public records and is regarded as “objective” data.
The Commission however remains vigilant on the processing of data related to nationality and
birth place shown in records, the relevance of which must be duly justified by the data
controller on a case by case basis.
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ON-LINE RECRUITMENT
The Internet has become an unavoidable recruitment channel: it provides for extensive
opportunities to contact potential candidates, along with convenient and less costly tools to
optimise the processing of job applications.
A myriad web sites dedicated to on-line recruitment exist: platforms to match the supply and
demand for positions in the institutional (Pôle emploi, APEC) or private sectors (Monster,
Cadre online); “personal” social networks (Facebook, Copain d'avant) or more “professional”
networks (LinkedIn, Viadeo), without forgetting dedicated search engines.
Beyond Internet, a large number of management software programmes are also available to
process job applications, screen and analyse CVs for purposes of selecting the most relevant
profiles.

Three key concepts: information, security and proportionality
The CNIL ensures that on-line job applicants are properly informed about the subsequent use
of their personal data. It verifies in particular that they are duly informed of the identity of the
site administrator, the data recipients, the end purpose, and of their rights of access,
rectification and deletion. Thus, clear and easily accessible indications must be shown on data
collection forms and the procedure for CV removal from the site must be clearly detailed.
Personal data protection is also highly dependent upon the security measures adopted by the
site administrator. In this respect, the CNIL is particularly vigilant since there is a major risk
of purpose diversion in the event the data are accessed by third parties (e.g. use of personal
data for marketing purposes).
The data collected by recruiters should not jeopardise the privacy of applicants; they must be
“relevant” (or proportionate) to the purpose, i.e. give the possibility of assessing whether an
applicant has the required skills for a given job. Accordingly, collecting information about
family members or about philosophical, political or religious opinions, sexual preferences and
the like is regarded as abusive and contrary to the data privacy law. Even when the collection
of personal data is justified (e.g. applicant’s age or nationality), the use of such data must
comply with applicable anti-discrimination regulations that have been considerably tightened
since 2006.

One major challenge: recruiters’ use of social networks
Recruiters are increasingly making use of social networking sites to seek candidates with a
specific profile, publicise job offers or check the information supplied by applicants or shown
on their CVs.
Any improperly supervised use of social networks for such purposes can lead the recruiters to
access, whether voluntarily or not, some personal data unrelated to the applicant’s
professional skills.
According to a survey conducted by the US site CareerBuilder, over 45% of recruiters consult
this type of internet sites, with Facebook ranking first among the top public social networks
(29%), ahead of the professional network LinkedIn (26%), followed by MySpace (21%) and
Twitter (11%).
According to this survey, over one third of all recruiters (35%) admitted having rejected a job
application after checking candidates’ profiles on social networking sites. The most frequent
grounds for rejection include the posting of “inappropriate or provocative” information or
photographs (53%), apology of alcohol or drugs (44%), criticism against a former employer
(35%) or poor communication skills (29%).
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In France, a Novamétrie survey conducted in September 2009 revealed that the use of social
networking sites for recruitment purposes appears to be limited to a minority of HR hiring
managers. However, 71% of the recruitment agency staff interviewed stated that social
networks are an efficient tool to screen certain profiles.
In view of the stakes related to privacy, the CNIL intends to pursue its efforts throughout
2010 in order to optimise its oversight on the use of social networking sites for recruitment
purposes and raise the awareness of all stakeholders (futures candidates and recruiters) on
these issues.

Questions to
Hubert BOUCHET
Member of the Social & Economic Council
Commissioner in charge of “Human Resources” sector

Has the CNIL carried out audits on recruitment operations?
Yes, the verification of recruitment operations was included in the 2009 annual audit plan.
The CNIL conducted over 40 audits over the year, both with private recruitment agencies and
with corporate HR departments.

Did you find any breach of compliance among the recruiters audited?
These audits revealed repeated breaches of regulations (collection of excessive data, lack of
information to data subjects and absence of retention period), but also provided an
opportunity to better understand the current hiring practices. These findings will fuel the
investigations of the CNIL plenary assembly on the necessary upgrades to its initial
recommendation on the subject of on-line recruitment.

Would it not be beneficial for recruiters to appoint a CIL data privacy officer
(“Correspondant Informatique et Libertés”) to ensure the legal compliance of their hiring
operations?
Of course. Appointing a CIL privacy officer is indeed the best way to prepare for CNIL
audits. This was actually the conclusion adopted by a major French recruitment agency
following a CNIL audit: under their CIL’s initiative, the agency implemented procedures to
ensure that the management of their applicant database was fully compliant with the
Informatique et Libertés Law. For instance, the recruitment advisors have been instructed to
work only from the agency’s database and are prohibited from creating their own databases.
This centralised management of personal data on candidates guarantees an absolute efficacy
of the rights of access, rectification and objection, and full information to the candidates about
their rights. It also enables efficient control over the data retention periods and avoids the
need for multiple purging operations. Another example: in cooperation with the agency’s IT
department, the CIL has implemented regular checks of the indications shown in the
“comments” field filled out freely by the recruitment advisers. Based on the observation that
merely informing the advisers filling out this comment field was not sufficient, an automatic
process was implemented to verify the contents of this field based on “banned” key words,
thereby guaranteeing that the database does not include any irrelevant information. Lastly, the
CNIL auditors found that the security level of the revamped database was perfectly
satisfactory: impossibility for recruitment managers to copy it, traceability of all operations,
regular renewal of passwords, automatic lock-up of PCs after a period of inactivity, etc.
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MAJOR ENFORCEMENT DECREES
TO BE SUBMITTED TO CNIL’S
OPINION

Enforcement Decree of Law No.2009-972 of 3 August 2009 on Mobility and Career Paths in Civil
Service

Conditions of management of the Civil Servant’s record

Enforcement Decree of Law No.2009-594 of 27 May 2009 on the Economic Development of
Overseas Territories

Conditions of collection and processing of a personal data record

Enforcement Decree of Law No.2009-526 of 12 May 2009 on Simplification and Clarification of
Law and Legal Procedures

Conditions for the compilation of databases and information liable to be publicised

Enforcement Decree of Law No.2009-323 of 25 March 2009 on Housing and Social Inclusion
Management of the list of accessible data
Conditions of access to data from the Livre Foncier and Registre des Dépôts (Land Ledger and
Mortgage Register)

Enforcement Decree of Law No.2008-1350 of 19 December 2008 on Funeral Services legislation
Conditions of application of Article 9, including data retention periods

Enforcement Decree of Law No.2007-131 of 31 January 2007 on Credit Access for individuals
with substandard health risks

Conditions for the collection and use of personal medical data

Enforcement Decrees of Law No.2007-127 of 30 January 2007 on the Organisation of some
Healthcare Professions, the Prevention of Qualification Theft and Unlawful Practice of Health
Professions

Conditions for e-voting
Choice and conditions of use of a healthcare identifier

Enforcement Decree of Ordnance No.2007-329 of 12 March 2007 on the Labour Code
Conditions of application of Articles L. 5427-1 to L. 5427-5 of the Labour Code

Enforcement Decree of Law No.2006-872 of 13 July 2006 introducing a State commitment in
favour of housing

Conditions of operation and nature of data collected by the Observatoire nominatif des logements et
locaux.
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Enforcement Decree of Ordnance No.2006-596 of 23 May 2006 on the Sports Code
Automated processing of data related to the personal whereabouts of athletes

Enforcement Decree of Law No.2006-961 of 1 August 2006 on Copyrights & Related Intellectual
Property Rights in the Digital Society

Conditions for selection of and access to data collected by Rights Registration organisations listed in
Article L. 132-3 of the Code du Patrimoine (Property Code)
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CONCLUSION
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PROPOSAL TO PUBLIC POWERS

Towards an international binding instrument on personal
data protection

On an international scale, the highlight of 2009 was most certainly the resolution intended to establish
international standards of privacy and personal data protection, adopted in Madrid on 5 November 2009 by
delegates from nearly eighty data protection authorities from over forty countries.

In a context of globalisation and skyrocketing number of cross-border transfers of personal data, it has become
imperative to ensure the effective protection of privacy and personal data for all citizens around the planet. Today,
our data protection authorities have no other choice but to encourage concerted and joint initiatives in favour of
public awareness and oversight, based on common legal rules designed to guarantee a high level of individual
protection.

Yet, no such common rules on personal data protection currently exist. In this respect, the Madrid resolution
definitely constitutes a historical breakthrough in favour of an effective international regulation of the right to
personal data protection. Indeed, this resolution represents a corpus of common principles applicable worldwide
and fully adapted to the latest technology developments.

The standards on privacy protection developed by the International Standards Organisation (ISO) along with the
proceedings initiated by the European Union, the Council of Europe and the OECD in the perspective of a
potential amendment to existing regulations, all attest to the necessity for global regulation.

These initiatives alone are however not enough: government and parliamentary authorities must take over the
issue and work together to confer a legally binding character to those efforts. Public powers must reflect on the
adoption of an international instrument, applicable both on a European and global scale. An Inter-Governmental
Conference held on this issue would constitute a significant new milestone to translate the historical breakthrough
achieved in Madrid into a concrete and legal reality.
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CNIL MEMBERSHIP

Bureau
Chairman
Alex TÜRK, Senator from Nord district
CNIL Member since 1992, former Chairman of Schengen Joint Supervisory Authority from 1995 to 1997, former Chairman of
Europol JSA (2000-2002), former Chairman of Eurodac Supervisory Authority (2003) and Vice-Chairman of CNIL from 2002 to
2004. Alex Türk has been serving as Chairman of the CNIL since 3 February 2004. He also chairs the Sanction Select
Committee. He served as Chairman of the G29 Working Party from February 2008 to February 2010.

Deputy Vice-Chairman
Emmanuel de GIVRY, Honorary Counsel at the Cour de Cassation
Sector: Transports & Property Insurance
Emmanuel de Givry, CNIL member since February 2004 and Deputy Vice-Chairman since February 2009.
De jure Member of Sanction Select Committee

Vice-Chairwoman
Isabelle FALQUE-PIERROTIN, Councillor at Conseil d’État, Chair of Conseil d’Orientation and General Delegate
of Forum des droits sur l’internet
Sector: Responsible Citizenship & Local Authorities
Isabelle Falque-Pierrotin, CNIL member since January 2004 and Vice-Chairperson since February 2009.
De jure Member of Sanction Select Committee

Members (Commissioners)
Jean-Paul AMOUDRY, Senator from Haute-Savoie
Sector: Banking & Credit

Jean-Paul Amoudry, CNIL member since January 2009.

Hubert BOUCHET, Member of Social & Economic Council
Sector: Human Resources
Hubert Bouchet, CNIL member since November 1990, former Deputy Vice-Chairman from February 1999 to August 2004.

Jean-François CARREZ, Honorary Chamber President at the Cour des Comptes
Sector: Education & Universities
Jean-François Carrez, CNIL member since January 2009.

Jean-Marie COTTERET, University Professor Emeritus
Sectors: National Police & State Security
Jean-Marie Cotteret, CNIL member since January 2004. Elected member of the Sanction Select Committee

Claire DAVAL, Attorney at Law
Sector: Justice
Claire Daval, CNIL member since February 2009. Elected member of the Sanction Select Committee

Claude DOMEIZEL, Senator from Alpes-de-Haute-Provence
Sector: Sustainable Development & Housing
Claude Domeizel, CNIL member since December 2008.

Didier GASSE, Master Councillor at Cour des Comptes
Sector: Telecommunications & Internet
Didier Gasse, CNIL member since January 1999. French representative to Eurojust Supervisory Authority.

Philippe GOSSELIN, Member of Parliament, from La Manche
Sector: Tax & Labour Issues
Philippe Gosselin, CNIL member since June 2008.

Sébastien HUYGHE, Member of Parliament, from Nord district
Sector: Identity, Defence & Foreign Affairs
Sébastien Huyghe, CNIL member since July 2007. Elected member of the Sanction Select Committee.

Georges de LA LOYÈRE, Member of Social & Economic Council
Sector: International Affairs
Georges de La Loyère, CNIL member since October 2004. Chairman of the Schengen Supervisory Authority since 18
December 2007, CNIL representative to Article 29 Working Party and Europol JSA.
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Jean MASSOT, Honorary Section President at the Conseil d’État
Sector: Healthcare & Health Insurance
Jean Massot, CNIL member since April 2005.

Marie-Hélène MITJAVILE, Councillor at the Conseil d’État
Sector: Research & Statistics
Marie-Hélène Mitjavile, CNIL member since January 2009.

Bernard PEYRAT, Honorary Councillor at the Cour de cassation
Sector: Commerce & Marketing
Bernard Peyrat, CNIL member since February 2004. Elected member of the Sanction Select Committee.

Dominique RICHARD, Consultant
Sector: Cultural & Sports Affaires
Dominique Richard, CNIL member since January 2009.

Government Commissioners
Élisabeth ROLIN
Catherine POZZO DI BORGO, Assistant
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CNIL DEPARTMENTS AS OF 1 DECEMBER 2009
Organisational chart

(2 pages d’organigramme à recopier tel quel)
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CNIL & 2009 KEY FIGURES

719 decisions
In 2009, the CNIL held 48 formal meetings: 35 plenary sessions and 13 Select Committee meetings, leading to
the adoption of 719 decisions.

CNIL decisions are accessible from the Légifrance web site at www.legifrance.gouv.fr
The list of decisions adopted in 2009 is accessible from the CNIL web site at
www.cnil.fr/deliberations/2009/

4,265 complaints

2,217 requests for access to Police and Gendarmerie
records

68,185 notifications of data file processing
In 2009, the CNIL recorded 68,185 new notifications of personal data processing.
Since 1978, a total of 1,356,579 data files have been notified to the CNIL.

1,500 Data Protection Correspondents (CIL) representing
6,000 organisations

Consulting and Expert Appraisal
7 opinions on proposed bills or decrees
1 recommendation

Sanctions and Audits
270 audits
91 formal notices to comply
5 financial sanctions
4 warnings

Simplification
7 Single Authorisations
2 waivers of notification
1 opinion on a single regulatory document

Declaration Formalities
544 authorisations approved
5 authorisations rejected
35 opinions on sensitive or high-risk data processing
900 authorisations on biometric devices (700 in 2008)
3,054 notifications on video-surveillance systems (2,588 in 2008)
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CNIL: Means & Resources

Staff
In 2009, the CNIL had 132 budget-approved positions, i.e. 65% more than in 2004 (80). A total of 12
additional positions were created in 2009, i.e. a 10% staff increase versus 2008.
The steady trend in CNIL staff increase, initiated in 2004 with the reform of the Informatique et Libertés Law, was
further confirmed in 2009.
The staffing increase results from the significant rise in the tasks entrusted to the CNIL by the legislator: audits,
sanctions, coordination of the CIL network, consulting, public education, authorisation of sensitive data
processing, label award, market intelligence, IT appraisals, etc. The additional positions enabled the Commission
to respond to the heavier workload and to the need for an internal reorganisation arising among other from its new
duties.
In addition, the boosted workforce should little by little take the CNIL staffing to a level in line with its European
peers and with the major independent administrative authorities in France.

Budget
The Commission’s overall budget has doubled between 2004 and 2009, in response to the significant
increase in the tasks entrusted to the CNIL.
The total budget increased 14% versus 2008, with differences among the various types of budget allocations.
Funds allocated to personnel expenses account for nearly 64% of the total budget, up 15% vs. 2008, due in
particular to the 12 additional positions created.
Operating funds represent only 36% of the total budget, an increase of less than 12% vs. 2008. Since 2004,
operating funds have not been increased systematically in line with personnel funds: thus after the sharp increase
in 2006 linked to the CNIL’s move to a single site, the operating budget has grown at a slower pace than
personnel funds.
The Commission therefore endeavoured to streamline its organisation and save on costs, in spite of a steadily
growing workload. The ratio of operating expenses per employee (excluding real estate costs) has thus remained
stable between 2004 and 2009.
It should also be mentioned that the operating budget increase approved under the initial 2009 Finance Law, i.e.
around €512,000, was cut down by nearly €201,000 further to the “precautionary measures” provided by the
“Organic Law on Finance Laws” (LOLF).
In 2010, the operating budget will be increased again, primarily due to the extension of the CNIL offices, made
necessary by the growing staff since the last move in 2006 (+39% from 2006 to 2009).
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Increase in CNIL resources (initial Finance Law)

(tableau)

Change 2009-2004
2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 in numbers in %

Positions 80 85 95 105 120 132 52 65 %
Budget (in €M) 6,5 7,2 9,0 9,9 11,4 13,0 6,5 100 %
- personnel 4,2 4,7 5,3 6,1 7,2 3,3 4,1 98 %
- operation 2,3 2,5 3,7 3,8 4,2 4,7 2,4 104 %

The funds allocated to the CNIL have increased significantly in response to the new tasks entrusted since 2004,
attesting to the Government’s commitment to the Commission’s action. Further efforts still remain necessary to
reach the level of other European countries of comparable size.
The CNIL had considered establishing a system of annual fees to be paid by each organisation processing
personal data, as an additional source of funds, but the Government has rejected this plan for the time being.
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LIST OF ORGANISATIONS
AUDITED IN 2009

ASSOCIATIONS
ASSOCIATION COLO-VIDÉO
EZRAT MENA’HEM
MUSLIM HANDS
OHR HANNA

INSURANCE
AIG
BUREAU COMMUN D’ASSURANCES COLLECTIVES
GAN ASSURANCES
PREMAVALS

BANKS
BANQUE POPULAIRE DU NORD
CAISSE D’ÉPARGNE
CRÉDIT AGRICOLE NORD DE FRANCE
CRÉDIT MUTUEL OCÉAN
SOCIÉTÉ FIDUCIAIRE INTERNATIONALE D’AUDIT

LOCAL AUTHORITIES
CCAS D’AUCH
COMMUNE D’ANSIÈRES-SUR-SEINE
COMMUNE D’AUCH
COMMUNE DE BUSSY-SAINT-GEORGES
COMMUNE DE CHARTRES
COMMUNE DE COLMAR
COMMUNE DE LANCON
COMMUNE DE PANTIN
COMMUNE DE MOUANS-SARTOUX
COMMUNE DE NANTES
COMMUNE DE RENNES
COMMUNAUTÉ D’AGGLOMÉRATION DE BAYONNE ANGLET BIARRITZ
COMMUNAUTÉ D’AGGLOMÉRATION DE CLERMONT-FERRAND
COMMUNAUTÉ DE COMMUNES DE GATINES ET CHOISILLES
COMMUNAUTÉ URBAINE DE LYON
CONSEIL GÉNÉRAL DE L’ESSONNE

RETAIL TRADE
ABCD COPIEUR
ADAGE
ADECCO MÉDICAL
ALGOE
ALTIZEM
AK-A
APTITUM
ANDREW MAC ALLISTER
ARMATIS
ARMATIS CENTRE
ARK-DATA
ATEL ÉNERGIE SAS
BENOIST GIRARD SAS
BIS MÉDIA
CABINET COUTOT-ROEHRIG
CARREFOUR
CDISCOUNT
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CLUB MÉDITERRANÉE
COMPUTER FUTURES SOLUTIONS
COGNIS FRANCE
CORA
CRAVE AURÉLIE
DÉCISION MD
DIRECT MAILING
DOM’VILLE’SERVICES
EFFERVESCENCE
ENCORE ET TOUJOURS
ENTREPARTICULIERS. COM
ESPACE CHIC
EUROPÉENNE DE PRODUITS DE BEAUTÉ
F2M
FNAC
FOTOVISTA
GESTHOTEL PARIS GARE DU NORD/CHÂTEAU
LANDON
GROUPE EXPO NEWS
GO VOYAGES
HABITALIS
HAYS FINANCE
HAYS OUEST
H CONSULTANTS
HELIODESS SERVICES
HERMIEU IMPRESSIONS ET SERVICES
HOLDIMAT RESTAURATION
HONORA CONTACT
HÔTEL DE CASTIGLIONE
HÔTEL L’AMIRAL
HÔTEL VERLAIN
IBIS BERCY VILLAGE
INDIVISION POMMERET
INFOR CRÉANCES
INSTITUT DE SONDAGE LAVIALLE
INTERNATIONAL FLAVORS & FRAGRANCES
J. MILLIET BERCY BISTROT CASH
LA MARQUE ROSE
LIBERAD MEDIA
LOCATIONDEVOITURES.COM
LOUVRE HÔTELS
MARKETING CONSEIL FINANCE
MCAFEE
MDR & ASSOCIES
MEDIACOMM
MICHAEL PAGE INTERNATIONAL
NETMAKERS
NEXENCE
NIM
NOVATRANS
OPTICAL CENTER
QUIVIDI
PERITESCO
PITCH PROMOTION
RAFFAULT SHF
RÉGIE PUBLICITAIRE DES TRANSPORTS PARISIENS (METROBUS)
RHEVOLUTIONS
SAS GRANVIDIS
SELECTA
SELECT TRAITEMENT
SODILANDES
STENTORIUS
STHREE
TECHNI MURS 18
TÉLÉPERFORMANCE CENTRE-EST
TÉLÉPERFORMANCE CENTRE-OUEST
TÉLÉPERFORMANCE GRAND-SUD
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TÉLÉPERFORMANCE NORD-CHAMPAGNE
TJM
THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY FRANCE
TLG
TREND CORNER COM
VIRGIN STORES
VOGAGES DIFFERENCES
UCM
WOK TO US

CULTURE
BENCHMARK GROUP
FRANCE TÉLÉVISIONS SERVICES
GOOGLE FRANCE
M2N TECHNOLOGIES
MEETIC
SOCIÉTÉ D’EXPLOITATION SPORTS ET ÉVÉNEMENTS
TROMBI ACQUISITION
VIADEO

EDUCATION
ACADOMIA GROUPE
AGESCAL INSTITUTION STE URSULE
AIS 2
CAMAS FORMATION
COMPLÉTUDE
LYCÉE NOTRE-DAME
MINISTÈRE DE LA SANTÉ ET DES SPORTS
SNGS

PUBLIC FINANCE
GIE DES HUISSIERS AUDIENCIERS DE PARIS
GIE GROUPEMENT PÉRIPHÉRIQUE
GROUPEMENT DES POURSUITES EXTÉRIEURES

INDUSTRIES
ADB FRANCE
COMPAGNIE D’ENTREPRISE MÉCANIQUE ET ÉLECTRIQUE
COCA COLA SERVICES FRANCE
DANONE
DURAN
EDF
FOSTER WHEELER FRANCE
GROUPE BACARDI FRANCE
ICO POLYMERS FRANCE
JOHNSONDIVERSEY FRANCE
LYONNAISE DES EAUX FRANCE
MICHELIN
OTIS
PAINDOR ROUSSEAU
RABAUD SAS
RENAULT TRUCKS
SPANDEX FRANCE SAS
SEE VILLARD
VÉOLIA PROPRETÉ

HOUSING
IMMOBILIÈRE EUROPE SÈVRES

MINISTRIES
MINISTRY OF FOREIGN & EUROPEAN AFFAIRS
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POLICE – JUSTICE
CENTRE PÉNITENTIAIRE DE LIANCOURT
MINISTÈRE DE L’INTÉRIEUR – COMMISSARIAT DU XVe

PRÉFECTURE DES ALPES-MARITIMES
PRÉFECTURE DES PYRÉNÉES-ORIENTALES
PRÉFECTURE DU PAS-DE-CALAIS
SCP AYNE JEAN-LUC-DURROUX BRUNO-LANCON LUC
SCP ELDIN DANY-BAUDIA PIERRE-GUILLEMAIN BRIGITTE
SCP LE DOUCEN ALAIN-CANDON PATRICK
SCP NEKADI JEAN-MARIE-PEYRACHE THIERRY-DUMAS
JEAN-MARC

HEALTHCARE
AMBULANCES MATELLI
AMBULANCES PAYAN
CENTRE MUNICIPAL DE SANTÉ EUGÈNE ET MARIELOUISE CORNET
CENTRE MUNICIPAL DE SANTÉ SAINTE MARGUERITE
CENTRE MUNICIPAL DE SANTÉ TENINE
CENTRE HOSPITALIER DU MANS
CLINIQUE AMBROISE PARE
CLINIQUE ARAGO
HÔPITAL PRIVÉ DE MARNE LA VALLÉE
INSTITUT ARNAULT TZANCK
INSTITUTION NATIONALE DES INVALIDES
JANSSEN CILAG
LABORATOIRES DARPHIN
SANOFI AVENTIS
SECUREX MEDICAL SERVICES
SPACELABS HEALTHCARE

PRIVATE SECURITY
AGENCE LEPRIVE
AGIRE
ALBERT LACAVE
BRUN SERGE FRANÇOIS
CABINET ARC
EUROPE ENQUÊTES
HOIST
INTRUM JUSTITIA
LA PARISIENNE DE PHONING
MANUS FACILITIES MANAGEMENT
PARISIENNE DE POURSUITES
POUEY INTERNATIONAL
POUEY INTERNATIONAL SA
POUEY RENSEIGNEMENT COMMERCIAL GARANTI
TDA CONSEIL
VALTIS RHONE-ALPES
VERIFDIPLOMA
VMP INVESTIGATIONS
WORLDMISSING

SPORTS
CLUB SPORTIF SEDAN ARDENNES
FC LORIENT BRETAGNE SUD
FIRST LADY ISSY
LADY FITNESS PARIS 17
MANTES FITNESS
OLYMPIQUE LYONNAIS
OLYMPIQUE LYONNAIS GROUPE
PARIS SAINT GERMAIN FOOTBALL (PSG)
PSG MERCHANDISING
SOCIÉTÉ BORDELAISE DE SPORTS ET LOISIRS
SOCIÉTÉ ESPACE FORME
SOFRE
VOUTE SPORT
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123 PARIS FITNESS

TRANSPORTS
ACHEMINEMENT COOPÉRATIF DEUX-SÉVRIEN
AIGLE AZUR TRANSPORTS AÉRIENS
ALIS
CENT POUR CENT EXPRESS
CORSICA FERRIES
KÉOLIS ARTOIS
KÉOLIS LA ROCHE-SUR-YON
RÉGIE AUTONOME DES TRANSPORTS PARISIENS (RATP)
SERVICES LIVRAISONS DOMICILE
SNCF
SYNDICAT MIXTE DES TRANSPORTS EN COMMUN DE L’AGGLOMÉRATION TOULOUSAINE
TRANSPOLE
TRANSPORTS GEORGES-BERNARD
TRANSPORTS MANUTENTION COUTURIER
UCT
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LIST OF SANCTIONS ORDERED IN
2009
(tableau)

Date
Name or type of organisation
Decision adopted
Topic

January 2009
KÉOLIS RENNES
Warning
– e-ticketing
– Restricted subscription of anonymous travel pass

February 2009
DIRECTANNONCES
Fine of €40,000
– Unfair collection of private real-estate ads

March 2009
Public administration *
Warning – e-voting (lack of data confidentiality and security)

March 2009
Public administration *
Warning – e-voting (lack of data confidentiality and security)

April 2009
Société JEAN-MARC-PHILIPPE
Fine of €10,000
– Permanent video-surveillance of employees

April 2009
Groupement d’huissiers * (Bailiff firm)
Dismissal (system upgraded to comply)
– Security failure

May 2009
OPTICAL CENTER
Fine of €5,000
– Non-compliance with the right to object to receive marketing material

July 2009
Groupement d’huissiers * (Bailiff firm)
Warning – Security failure

July 2009
SCP Huissiers (Bailiff firm)
Fine of €10,000
– Recording of abusive comments about debtors (health, offenses...)

09/07/09 SCP Huissiers (Bailiff firm)
Fine of €10,000
– Recording of abusive comments about debtors (health, offenses...)

* Sanctions not disclosed publicly
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GLOSSARY
“INFORMATIQUE ET LIBERTÉS”

BCR
BCR means “Binding Corporate Rules”. BCRs are internal corporate rules adopted by a company and applicable
to all its entities, containing key principles on personal data processing and governing data transfers both within
and outside the company, and both within and outside the European Union.
For data transfers outside the EU, the BCRs are an alternative to the Safe Harbor regulations (governing transfers
to the USA only) or to the European Commission’s Alternative Standard Contractual Clauses for International
Data Transfers. The BCRs are intended to guarantee that a protection equivalent to that granted by the 1995 EU
Directive is applied to personal data transferred outside the European Union.

Biometrics
The term of biometrics designates all computerized technologies enabling the automatic recognition of an
individual based on physical, biological or even behavioural features. Biometric data are regarded as personal
data since they enable the identification of a person. Most share the characteristic of being unique and permanent
(DNA, fingerprints, etc.).

Biometric data
Physical or biological features enabling the identification of an individual (e.g. DNA, fingerprints, hand contour...).

Central credit record or Positive credit record
All data on the financial status of individuals, whether or not they have outstanding debts, are retained in a central
credit record, commonly called “positive record” as opposed to the “negative record” containing only credit-related
payment incidents.

CIL: “Correspondant Informatique et Libertés”, or Data Protection
Correspondents
The function of “Correspondant Informatique et Libertés” (CIL), Data Protection Correspondent or Officer, was
created in 2004. The CILs are responsible for supervising independently their organisation’s compliance with the
requirements of the Law of 6 January 1978; in counterpart for the appointment of a CIL, the organisation is
exempted from filing notifications with the CNIL on its most common personal data processes.

Cloud computing
Cloud Computing refers to the use of the memory and computing capacity of networked computers and servers
scattered worldwide. Applications and data are no longer residing in any given computer, but in a so-called
“cloud” consisting of numerous interconnected distant servers. From the standpoint of the French data privacy
law, this concept raises a number of issues linked to data security, qualification of the parties, applicable law,
effective exercise of individual rights, or legal control over international transfers of personal data.

CNIL – Commission Nationale Informatique et Libertés
Data Protection & Privacy protection authority in France: Independent administrative authority consisting of a
pluralistic college of 17 Commissioners from various arenas: 4 Members of Parliament, 2 Members of the Social
& Economic Council, 6 representatives from High Courts, 5 qualified personalities appointed by the President of
the National Assembly (1), the President of the Senate (1), and the Government Cabinet (3). CNIL members are
appointed for a 5-year term of office.

Data controller
Person who decides on the creation of a data file or the processing of personal data, defines what their end
purpose will be and under which conditions.

Data processing
Operations of collection, recording, utilisation, transmission or disclosure of personal data, along with any
exploitation of data files or data bases, in particular interconnections.
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Data transfer
Any disclosure, copy or movement of personal data intended for processing in a non-EU third country.

Discovery
“Discovery” or “pre-trial discovery” designates the US procedure that allows one party in a litigation case to file a
motion requiring the other party to turn over all information items at its disposal (facts, actions, documents, etc.)
that may be material to the resolution of the dispute in the context of evidence search, even though such
information might be unfavourable to the party concerned.

DMP: Dossier médical personnel, or Personal Medical Record
Patient’s medical record enabling the healthcare professionals designated by the patient to access all personal
medical data useful to coordinate healthcare. The CNIL is currently investigating the most appropriate strategy to
be adopted for this project.

Do-not-call or opt-out lists
Do-not-call and opt-out lists record the names of individuals who have expressly objected to unsolicited contacts
from phone or web canvassing marketers.

DP: Dossier pharmaceutique, or Pharmaceutical Record
Record that will enable pharmacists in France to access information about the drugs delivered to a single
individual by any pharmacy over the past four months, intended to prevent adverse drug interactions. The DP
record project, funded and supervised by the French Order of Pharmacists, is currently being experimented in 6
French “départements”.

Face recognition
Based on a data bank of pre-recorded photographs connected to a video-surveillance device and to an automatic
facial recognition system, it is now technically possible to identify an individual in the midst of a crowd. While this
technology still remains embryonic, it is essential to understand its increasingly intrusive nature, since our
freedom to come and go anonymously could be seriously challenged.

FNAEG: Fichier national des empreintes génétiques
The FNAEG or Automated National File of Genetic Prints is the French national DNA database used to facilitate
the identification and search for:
– perpetrators of offenses via their genetic profile;
– missing persons based on the genetic profiles of their descendants or ascendants.
The FNAEG record is under the responsibility of the Central Administration of Judiciary Police at the Ministry of
the Interior, and placed under the oversight of a judge.

G29 or Article 29 Working Party
Article 29 of the EU Directive of 24 October 1995 on Data Protection & the Free Movement of Data created a
working party comprising representatives of all national independent Data Protection Authorities in Europe. The
so-called “Article 29 Working Party” or G29 is tasked with assisting the definition of EU standards by adopting
recommendations, issuing opinions on data protection measures in non-EU third countries and generally advising
the European Commission on any project likely to impact the rights and liberties of physical persons as related to
the processing of personal data. The G29 plenary session meets approximately every two months in Brussels.

International Conference of Data Protection & Privacy Commissioners
This conference is held in the autumn every year and gathers all 81 data protection and privacy authorities and
Commissioners from all continents. It is open to speakers and attendees from business, public authorities, and
civil society. Resolutions and declarations are adopted during a session of the Conference restricted to delegates
from accredited authorities.

NIR (Numéro d’inscription au répertoire) or SSN (Social Security Number)
The French NIR is a Social Security Number allocated to every individual at birth, based on data forwarded by the
municipal Civil Registries to the INSEE (National Institute of Statistics & Economics).

Notifier
Physical or moral entity responsible, as data controller, for personal data processing or for a record containing
personal data, that must be notified to the CNIL under penalty of sanctions.
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Personal data
Any information identifying a physical person, whether directly or indirectly (e.g. name, ID number, telephone
number, birth date, city of residence, fingerprints, etc.).

Plenary assembly
Full assembly of the 17 CNIL members meeting in a plenary session to issue decisions on data files and data
processing, and review bills or proposed decrees submitted by the Government for CNIL’s opinion.

PNR (Passenger Name Record)
The PNR contains data collected from airline passengers at the time of flight reservation. Among other, it provides
information on the itinerary, the flight number, emergency contacts (home and/or business phone numbers), flight
rates, payment status, charge card number, as well as any special onboard services requested, such as food
preferences (vegetarian, Asian, Kosher, etc.) or linked to the passenger’s health condition, or information such as
“pilgrim rate”, “missionary” or “clergy” shown in the general comments fields of the form. Because such data can
indirectly reveal a presumed racial or ethnic origin, religious or philosophical convictions, or the personal health
status, they are regarded as sensitive personal data to be prohibited or protected under the European Directive.

Prior formalities
Set of declarative formalities to be notified to the CNIL prior to the implementation of any personal data
processing; depending on the case, it may concern a notification or a request for authorisation.

Purpose of data processing
Main end purpose of a personal data processing IT application. Examples of purpose include hiring management,
customer care, satisfaction survey, office security, etc.

Recipient
Individual authorised to obtain the disclosure of data processed or recorded in a file in view of his/her official
status and duties.

Register of notifications (“Fichier des fichiers”)
List of data processing files notified to the CNIL, along with their characteristics.

RFID (Radio Frequency Identification)
RFID chips enable the presence detection and identification of objects or persons. They consist of a microchip
(also called tag) and an antenna communicating via radio waves with an electronic reader over distances ranging
from a few centimetres to several dozen metres. For applications in the retail industry, their cost is approximately
5 eurocents per unit. Other types of communicating chips, smarter or smaller, have been emerging with the
advent of the globalised “object-oriented internet”. Some prototypes are virtually invisible (0.15 mm square and
7.5 micron thick), while others have a storage capacity of 512 KB (kilobytes) for a size of 2 mm

2
and can

exchange data at a rate of 10Mbps (megabits per second).

Right of direct access
Any individual has the right to consult the entirety of their personal data recorded in any file by contacting directly
the data file holders, and to obtain a copy at a cost not exceeding the cost of duplication.

Right of indirect access
Any individual may request the CNIL to verify their personal data potentially listed in records related to home
security, national defence and public safety.

Right to information
Any individual has the right to consult their own personal data; accordingly, anyone compiling or processing a
personal data file has the obligation of informing the data subject about the purpose of the data collection, of its
mandatory or optional nature, of the data recipients, of their entitled rights, and of any potential data transfers to a
non-EU third country.

Right to object
Any individual has the right to object, under legitimate grounds, to being listed in a data file, and may refuse,
without any justification required, to their personal data being used for commercial purposes of business
advertising or marketing.
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Right to personal data protection
The right to protection of personal data is specified in the European Union Charter of Fundamental Rights as one
of the fundamental liberties, on a par with freedom of thought, conscience and religion, freedom of speech and
information, or respect for private and family life, among others.

Right to rectify
Any individual has the right to require that their personal data be rectified, completed, updated or locked
whenever errors or inaccuracies are detected, and erased in the case of data collected, used, disclosed or
retained illegally.

Select Committee (Formation restreinte)
The CNIL’s Select Committee consisting of six members meets to investigate measures to be adopted against
data controllers failing to comply with the Informatique et Libertés data protection and privacy law. After due
hearing of all parties, the Select Committee may order sanctions ranging from warnings to fines up to €300,000.

Sensitive data
Information about racial or ethnic origin, political, philosophical or religious opinions, trade union membership,
health status or sexual life. In principle, sensitive data may not be collected or processed except with the explicit
consent of the data subjects.

SWIFT (Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunication)
Swift is a Belgian-law cooperative company founded in 1973, providing a series of services to banks, including a
secured electronic messaging system. A large proportion of international bank transfers are processed by Swift,
whose services have become a must for the banking community.

Traceless or traceable biometrics
Among all biometric data used currently, some data present the possibility of being captured and used
unbeknownst to the individuals concerned. Such is the case for instance of genetic prints, since each of us
involuntarily leaves behind traces, however minute, of our body, from which DNA can be extracted. This is also
the case for fingerprints whose traces we leave behind us in our daily life and can be exploited with variable ease.
Conversely, other biometric data, called traceless, do not show this same characteristic, at least not at the current
state of the art of this technology: this is the case for instance for finger vein pattern or hand geometry recognition,
since such biometric data leave very few traces or even none in our daily life. Traceable biometrics therefore
requires close vigilance to ensure the protection of the individuals concerned.

VIS (Visa Information System)
The VIS is intended to improve the implementation of the common EU policy on visas, by allowing for pooling and
exchanges among EU Member States of data related to the applications for Schengen Visas they received. The
system relies on a European centralised database connected to national information systems. It is intended to
become the largest biometric database in the word: the VIS will contain photographs and fingerprints of all
Schengen Visa applicants, i.e. around a hundred million individuals ultimately.

“Web Médecin” (“Web Doctor”)
The system will enable NHS-accredited physicians, during a medical visit by the patient, to access the record of
health care, medicines and examinations reimbursed to that patient over the past twelve months. The “Web
Médecin” electronic system developed by the national health insurance authorities is currently being rolled out
nationwide following a trial phase.

Whistleblowing (“ethical alerts” in France)
A whistleblowing procedure (called “ethical alert” in France) is a mechanism enabling employees to report
breaches of business ethics they have witnessed, i.e. ethical problems likely to seriously jeopardise the business
of the company or to give rise to issues of corporate liability. It may involve for instance a special telephone
“ethical hot line” or a dedicated e-mail address. The reports (or “alerts”) thus collected are then verified
confidentially by the company, following which the employer can decide which remedies are appropriate in the
circumstances. Is this mechanism mandatory in France? In view of the multiple alert pathways already available
in companies (management reporting line, statutory auditors, audit or compliance departments, personnel
representatives, labour inspectors, etc.), such a whistleblowing (ethical alert) system can only be optional in the
companies. No employee may be sanctioned for refusing to use it.
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